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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the thesis of Elena Valerijevna Zaitseva for
the Master of Arts in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages presented October 30, 1995.

Title: Russian-Speaking Pentecostal Refugees and Adult ESL
Programs: Barriers to Participation.

Pentecostals from the former Soviet Union are the most
recent and fastest growing refugee group in Oregon. Because
the refugee population's low English skills may increase
their

dependence

upon

welfare

assistance,

nonparticipation in ESL programs is treated as a

their
social

issue.
Efforts to increase the English literacy levels of
Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees are limited by lack of
empirical data regarding forces that affect this
population's decision to participate or not to participate
in educational activities. The purpose of this study was to
gather information about barriers to participation in ESL
programs by adult Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees. To
this end the present research sought to determine (1) the
importance of individual reasons for nonparticipation;

(2)

whether there was an underlying structure to those reasons;
and (3) whether socio-demographic variables were
associated with reasons for nonparticipation.
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The survey was conducted on a representative sample
of 143 Russian-speaking Pentecostal adults in the
Portland, Oregon area. Data were obtained with the
Deterrents to Participation Scale - Form LLR (adapted
from Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) which had two parts:
socio-demographic information and 35 items which
operationalized the concept "reasons for
nonparticipation."
Factor analysis of the 35 items resulted in six
factors: School/Self Incongruence, Low Priority of
Education, Negative Attitude Towards Classes, Low SelfConfidence, Situational Barriers, and Social Disapproval.
The socio-demographic variables and factors were
found to relate in logical ways. School/Self Incongruence
correlated with age and number of dependent children; Low
Priority of Education correlated with number of children
and unemployment; Low Self-Confidence was shown to be
related to age; Situational Barriers related to number of
children, educational attainment and unemployment; and
Social Disapproval correlated with period of attendance
of ESL classes.
With the data gathered from the research,
implications for practice were drawn which can be used as
the basis for developing programs to meet the ESL needs
of the Russian-speaking Pentecostal adults.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

THE PURPOSE

The overall purpose of this study was to build on
earlier research (Scanlan & Darkenwald, 1984; Darkenwald

& Valentine, 1985; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) which
initiated the empirical investigation of deterrents to
participation in adult educational programs and to extend
this line of enquiry to the previously unexamined target
population - Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees. A
deterrent or barrier to participation is defined as a
reason or group of reasons contributing to an adult's
decision not to engage in learning activities.
The study focuses on the phenomenon of
nonparticipation of the target population in English as a
Second Language (ESL) programs

by addressing the

following objectives:
(1) assessing the importance of individual deterrents to
participation for adult Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees;
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(2) determining if individual deterrents are interrelated
in such a way that meaningful source variables, or
factors, can be identified;
(3) ascertaining the relationships, if any, between the
identified factors and socio-demographic variables
(such as age and sex).
The accomplishment of these objectives is intended
to provide valuable information for the development of
ESL programs that will attract more Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees. This study may also prove useful
for educators and researchers interested in better
understanding of the nature of educational participation
by this, yet scantily studied, ethnic minority.

THE PROBLEM

The subjects of the present study are
Pentecostal refugees from the former Soviet Union. A
refugee, according to the United States Federal Law (The
Refugee Act of 1980), is any person who has been
persecuted or has ''a well-founded fear of persecution"
because of his or her race, nationality, religion,
political opinion or membership in a specific group.
Pentecostals have been granted refugee status because in
the former Soviet Union they were subject to persecution.
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Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees from the
former Soviet Union represent a significant student
population for adult ESL programs, as they currently make
up the largest arrival group in Oregon reaching 46% of
all refugee arrivals in 1993, the last year for which
complete figures are available (Refugee Report, 1993).
The U.S. Department of State requires that state
resettlement agencies ensure that refugees have food,
housing and medical care once they arrive, and that they
become self-sufficient by the end of the eight-month
period of cash assistance. This necessarily triggers the
ingenuity of both service providers and refugees in
trying to procure jobs as soon as possible. In fact, due
to shrinking federal assistance, all projects undertaken
by refugee resettlement agencies are geared towards early
employment. This is where development of English-language
skills becomes crucial: English proficient applicants are
much more likely to secure better paying jobs within
shorter periods of time. Thus, nonparticipation in ESL
programs by refugees not only retards their personal
educational progress, it also hinders their economic
advancement and, thus, increases their dependence upon
welfare assistance. It is clear then, that, since the
problem of nonparticipation in ESL programs by refugees
is of much consequence to the society as a whole that
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carries the burden of supporting them, this concern takes
on dimensions of a social issue.
Despite the increasing social relevance of inquiry
into the question of participation in ESL programs by
linguistic minorities in this country, very little
research has been done in this area. As a rule, ethnic
minorities are not included in the growing body of
empirical research that focuses specifically on
deterrents to participation. Much of the research
completed to date by North American researchers in this
field and the generalizations and inferences drawn from
the results have been based on investigations of white
middle-class subjects. Obviously, the findings of this
research are restricted in generalizability because of
failure to include adults who are diverse in ethnicity.
In this context, and underlying the approach taken
in the study, are four basic assumptions:
(1) Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees represent one
of the largest refugee communities in the Portland
area, one which is not likely to diminish in the near
future;
(2) their low rates of participation in ESL programs are
problematic to society as a whole;
(3) certain factors or deterrents contribute to the
problem of nonparticipation;
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(4) only by identifying and addressing these factors can
providers fulfil their social role of helping this
population become fully functional, productive and
contributing members in American society.
Based on these assumptions, the present research
focused on the phenomenon of nonparticipation in ESL
programs by adult Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees
by addressing the following questions:
1. What individual reasons for nonparticipation are
perceived by this population as the most important?
2. Is there an underlying structure to the reasons why
eligible members of the target population choose not
to attend ESL classes?
3. What socio-demographic and background variables are
associated with the reasons why they do not attend ESL
programs?
Data were obtained with the Deterrents to
Participation Scale - Form LLR (adapted from Hayes &
Darkenwald, 1988) which is divided into two parts: sociodemographic and background information and 35 items which
operationalize the concept "reasons for
nonparticipation."
The survey instrument was completed by a
representative sample of 143 limited English proficiency
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adult Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees who were not
at the time of the survey attending ESL programs.

The data gathered during the survey, which was
conducted during a church service in one of Portland's
Russian Pentecostal churches, was subjected to several
statistical methods of analysis. To answer the first
research question, the means of each of the 35 items on
the instrument were computed and used to rank the
deterrents according to their relative degree of
influence. The responses to the 35 items on the
instrument were then factor analyzed to answer the second
research question - the identification of empirically
based categories of deterrents. Finally, factor scores
were used in correlational analyses with demographic and
background characteristics of the sample, thereby
addressing the third research question.
With the data gathered from the research,
implications for practice were drawn which can be used as
a basis for developing ESL programs which will attract
more Russian-speaking Pentecostal adults.

CHAPTER I I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

Despite rapidly growing numbers of Soviet
Pentecostal refugees in the Portland area, the general
public is largely unaware of the very specific character
of this particular segment of population. The purpose of
the first part of this chapter is to bring to the
reader's attention the distinctive nature of Russianspeaking Pentecostal refugees and to provide the context
for further and more fruitful discussion of the research
findings.
In the first section of the chapter, the theology of
Pentecostalism, the system of practices and beliefs are
discussed. Section two describes the development of the
Pentecostal movement in the former Soviet Union, its
relationship with the Soviet state and persecution of
Pentecostal believers. And, concluding the first part of
the literature review, is the profile of the Soviet
Pentecostal Refugees in the Portland area.
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The second part of the chapter - Deterrents to
Participation in Adult Education - is devoted to the
review of the germane studies of barriers to
participation of adults in educational activities.

SOVIET PENTECOSTALS

Beliefs and Practices

As a religious denomination, Pentecostals (or
Pentecostalists, as they are sometimes called) are the
early 20th century descendants of Radical Reformation.
However, because in the former Soviet Union these first
evangelization contacts have since lost any immediate
relationship to the present day Pentecostals in that
country, the Pentecostal Church there, according to
Durasoff (1989), may be considered to be a true
indigenous one.
Pentecostals are extremely zealous in their worship
and evangelization. The first thing that strikes one on
acquaintance with the life of Pentecostal communities is
the number and length of their prayer meetings. In one of
the Portland Russian Pentecostal churches, for example,
meetings are held daily or at least three times a week.
In many congregations meetings are held twice a day:
before and after work. Meetings last from two to four
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hours. On Sundays and holidays Pentecostal meetings are
held two to three times during the day, the total length
reaching eight to twelve hours.
As its name implies, the denomination focuses its
attention on the Spirit of Pentecost, the Holy Ghost. The
center point of Pentecostal theology is the coming of the
Holy Spirit that manifests itself in "speaking in
tongues" - an excited speech understandable only to God.
Goodman (1972) describes that when "speaking in tongues"
occurs, the members begin to produce unintelligible,
lexically noncommunicative utterances while demonstrating
an impressive concomitant kinetic behavior such as
lifting arms, shaking head, twitching in the face,
weeping in addition to lacrimation, salivation and
perspiration, and violent shaking of the whole body.
Because of such unusual behavior people in the former
Soviet Union called them "Triasuni" ("shakers" or
"twisters" in English). This term in Russian has a
negative connotation which reflects the Western culture's
psychiatric bias: inability to control behavior manifests
some kind of mental derangement (Kolarz, 1962). Not
surprisingly, Communist critics of religion found it easy
to ridicule the Pentecostal movement by focusing
attention on their eccentricities while completely
ignoring the religious aspect of the movement.
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Pentecostals consider themselves living in the "end
times" and believe strongly in the imminent return of
Jesus Christ. Pentecostals' teachings downgrade
deprivation on Earth and by concentrating on communion
with the Holy Spirit and the rewards of Heaven, which are
vouchsafed the faithful, help reconcile their members to
a lowly social and economic status (Goodman, 1972). It is
not surprising then that Pentecostals, as observed by
Kolarz (1962), make converts almost entirely from among
poorer members of the community and mostly in the rural
areas.
The Pentecostal community cuts across ethnic and
traditional national lines (Juergensensmeyer, 1993). The
motivating factors are religious and are not rooted in
the ethnosocial past of Russia. The result is a nonnational organization that is not potentially linked to
ethnic manifestations. Although the majority of members
are of Ukrainian and Russian origins, Pentecostalism made
converts among people of different nationalities and
national minorities in the former Asian republics of
Kazakhstan, Kirgizia, Uzbekistan, as well as in Moldavia,
Lithuania and Byelorussia (Bourdeaux, 1973; Hill, 1989;
Kolarz, 1962).
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History of Pentecostal Movement in the Former Soviet
Union
Communism views religion as a threat to its
organizational and ideological

m~nopoly.

Since religious

institutions offer an alternative focus of loyalty, they
are either transformed and absorbed by the party
apparatus, or simply eliminated (Hill, 1989; Wetter,
1969).
Along with Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses and a few
other small religious communities, Pentecostals were
banned and openly persecuted in the former Soviet Union.
No resolutions or enactments outlawing whole
denominations were ever published by the Soviet
government. Yet those denominations were de facto
illegal, which was routinely admitted by the official
Soviet press without reference to any documents
(Bourdeaux, 1973).
The Pentecostal movement emerged, almost
simultaneously, in the United States, Britain, South
Africa and Scandinavia in 1906-07. Pentecostal
missionaries went from these countries to many parts of
the world. In America, the two Pentecostal organizations
most zealous in missionary work

were "Assemblies of God"

and the "Church of God." In 1911 a missionary of the
"Church of God" came to Helsinki, Finland, then part of
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the tsarist Empire and made the first Russian converts to
the Pentecostal movement (Kolarz, 1962). The movement,
however, began to spread widely in Russia only after the
Communists came to power in 1917.
The history of the relations between the
Pentecostals and the Soviet State can be divided into
four periods:
1) 1922 - 1928

Religious liberty

2) 1929 - 1941

Active persecution

3) 1942 - 1958

Neglect

4) 1958 - 1990

Antireligious campaign

The first period started immediately after the
Revolution. The Communist Party's position against
religion was clearly stated in the series of enactments
of 1917-1918: all ecclesiastical property was
confiscated, separation of church and school was ordered,
civil marriage was introduced, all subsidies by the state
were stopped, and, most importantly, absolute equality of
all religious communities was proclaimed.
The edicts were directed primarily at undermining
the authority of the historically powerful Russian
Orthodox Church, while small Protestant sects like
Pentecostals, made up primarily of useful workers and
peasants, were seen by the Communist party as a
counterforce, potentially useful in its struggle with the
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prior state church (Hill, 1989; Simon, 1974; Wetter,
1969). As a consequence, despite the antireligious
legislature of 1917-1918, in practical reality the
Pentecostal community entered a period of considerable
religious liberty.
In 1922, the Soviet authorities allowed a missionary
of the American "Church of God," Ivan Efimovich Voronaev,
to enter the Ukrainian port city of Odessa. A Baptist
preacher of Russian-Ukrainian origin, he fled tsarist
persecution in 1911. As a messenger, Voronaev had
considerable success: by 1926, over the period of just
four years of his preaching, 350 congregations with a
total membership of 17,000 were in the Ukraine (Hill,
1989; Kolarz, 1962).
This relatively happy state of affairs under the
atheist rulers lasted for seven years (1922-1929). In
1929 the infamous "Law on Religious Association" codified
all earlier antireligious laws and also granted freedom
of antireligious propaganda. The stipulations concerning
the separation of church and school were interpreted to
mean that religious instruction of young people under
eighteen years of age was forbidden. Private instruction
was permitted if not more than three people assembled.
Thus, "freedom to exercise a religious cult" meant
clearly that the church was merely permitted to hold
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services in an officially registered building. Any
proclamation of the Word outside of the church building
(such as mission work, evangelism, unofficial printing
and distributing of religious literature and cultural
contribution to the community) was forbidden (Bociurkiw,
1969; Simon, 1974).
Without any kind of organizational structure
(according to Blane (1977), this church in the former
Soviet Union has no rigid single organization and is
under no external hierarchy) the Pentecostal Church
survived through this persecution period: small
Pentecostal circles were able to go underground and
assemble in secret and, thus, remained unabsolved by the
state and the party (Kolarz, 1962).
The Soviet Union's involvement in the Second World
War brought a third period (1942-1957). The Soviet State,
threatened by a powerful enemy, was forced to moderate
the attack on religion. In new circumstances it could not
afford the alienation of any of its citizenry and sought
help from the Church which could assist in exerting moral
leadership. Atheist publications were stopped, successful
patriotic appeals were made in the churches. Although
Soviet Protestants in general rallied to the defense of
the nation, there is no evidence that Pentecostals
supported the Soviet war effort (Hill, 1989).
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After the War the Soviet regime forced Pentecostals
to amalgamate with the Baptists and Evangelical
Christians by creating the Council of Evangelical
Christians and Baptists: the totalitarian regime desired
to have one large, easily supervised sectarian
organization. This institutionalization created a pattern
of close state supervision and stiffening prosecution of
unregistered churches (Bourdeaux & Reddaway, 1969;
Kolarz, 1962; Durasoff, 1990).
The Evangelical-Baptist-Pentecostal union, however,
did not prove to be a working proposition (Kolarz, 1962;
Simon, 1974). Considerable theological differences as
well as "peculiar" behavior during

services set off the

Pentecostal congregation from the conununity at large and
from both the Catholic and the other Protestant groups.
As a consequence, many Pentecostals wished to remain
outside the united official body and continued their
activities underground in hope of forming an independent
Pentecostal Church.
Toward the end of the 1950s the alliance between
church and state that evolved during the war came to an
end. Under the banner of de-Stalinization, Khrushchev
launched a massive attack on all organized religion
(Bociurkiw, 1969). It was continued by Brezhnev and
persisted untill 1988, when Gorbachev came to power.
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In its most virulent stage this antireligious
campaign lasted from 1958 to 1964 (Durasoff, 1989; Hill,
1989). At this time the State issued new instructions for
strict implementation of the "Law on Religious
Associations" of 1929; rules of assembly, youth policy,
printed matter, education and family policies were
stiffened; state policy focused more strongly on its
registration policy, wherein it was illegal not to
register but virtually impossible to do so; an aggressive
antireligious propaganda campaign was launched.
Interestingly, Pentecostalism became an important
religious movement in the Soviet Union during this
particularly oppressive period. Originally confined to
the Ukraine and Byelorussia, Pentecostalism spread to
European Russia and many parts of Asia, especially
Kirgizia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.
Several factors account for the proliferation of
Pentecostalism. One of them, according to
Juergensensmeyer (1993), is its international nature: the
Pentecostal church addresses itself equally to all ethnic
groups. Another one, according to Kolarz (1962), is the
deliberate migration of entire Pentecostal groups, which
is prompted by the desire to avoid persecution, to go to
new areas where they are unknown and also by the
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apocalyptic search for a legendary country where evil
does not rule.
Membership in the Pentecostal movement often implies
a negative attitude toward the state authorities (Kolarz,
1962; Hecker, 1993). The Soviet Pentecostals often defy
strict legislation about religious activities and
challenge certain civil obligations (for example,
military training and service in the army).
A number of trials were held in the 1960s on
account of the Pentecostals' "anti-social" attitudes,
such as alienation of young people from Soviet life,
refusal to serve in the Army and hostility to Soviet
education (in the former Soviet Union every school child
of twelve was taught evolutionary science, which opposes
the doctrines of the Pentecostal theology). Bourdeaux
(1973), Hill (1989), and Simon (1974) report that
Pentecostals were often accused of indulging in dangerous
religious fanaticism: the religious rites of the church the holy salutation, the washing of the feet, the
breaking of bread, "speaking in tongues" with God - were
described as harmful to health and the human psyche and
were cited in connection with the spread of infectious
diseases. Occasionally accusations were even more
serious, going as far as to say that Pentecostals were
guilty of immoral practices and child-sacrifice. Such
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accusations are part of the antireligious hysteria waged
by the Soviet state when it felt threatened by the spread
of the Protestant movement.
The measures that the Soviet government took against
the sectarians were extremely harsh (Bourdeaux, 1973;
Hill, 1989; Kolarz, 1962). Very often Pentecostal leaders
were put in mental institutions, or sentenced to three to
six years in jails or strict-regime camps, their property
was confiscated, and children were removed from parents.
The great revival of religion in the 1980's came as
a result of Gorbachev's policies of glasnost and
openness. Soon after he came to power in 1985, he adopted
a gentle policy toward religious organizations and in
1987 called for a release of religious prisoners.
Pentecostals were allowed to emigrate the same year
(Hiller, 1989).
In conclusion, it is important to note that despite
the spread of Pentecostalism, this religious community
had never been thriving and never gained ground under the
Soviet rule.

Soviet Pentecostals in the Portland Area
Oregon seems to be a very popular destination for
refugees from about a dozen countries in the former
Soviet Union, Southeast Asia, eastern Europe, Africa and
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the Caribbean. According to the Refugee Report (1993,
p.20) the state ranks 11th nationally in total number of
resettled refugees, even though it is 29th in population.
It ranks even higher - fourth - in refugee concentration
(1.107% of the general population).
Due to internal political changes in the former
Soviet Union, starting with 1988, Soviet Pentecostals
started to emigrate in large numbers to the United
States. They are being resettled in ten major sites
around the country, Oregon being one of them. This state
initially attracted Pentecostals because of the Russianspeaking conununity in the Woodburn area, which also
included one long-standing Pentecostal congregation in
Hubbard.
The Refugee Report (1993, p.38) also provides a
detail of the total numbers of refugees arriving in
Oregon since 1975. It indicates that from 1975 to 1987
the Southeast Asians were by far the dominant refugee
group. Since 1988, however, there has been a significant
shift in the countries of origin: internal political
changes in the Soviet Union relaxed restrictions to
emigrate, allowing large numbers of people to leave. As a
consequence, after 1988 the refugees coming to Oregon
have primarily been non-Asians. The overwhelming majority
of the non-Asian refugees in Oregon are former Soviets.
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Their numbers increased drastically from none before 1988
to 14% of annual refugee arrivals in 1988, 65% in 1989,
then slowly declined to 57% in 1990 and 1991, 54% in 1992
and 46% in 1993, the last year for which the numbers are
available. According to the Report, almost all Soviet
arrivals are Pentecostals. Although the peak of
Pentecostal immigration to Oregon has apparently passed,
Oregon will probably continue to resettle some refugees
who already have families in the state (U.S. refugee
guidelines allow for families to be reunited) as well as
what is called "second-stage" relocation from other
states.
The State Refugee Program does not keep track of
refugee relocations from or to other states after the
resettlement. Thus, it is virtually impossible to give
exact numbers of Soviet Pentecostal refugees residing in
the Portland area (the counties of Multnomah, Washington
and Clackamas) at a certain time. Provided that, upon
their arrival from the former Soviet Union to Oregon, the
Soviet refugees have not moved, there must be about 7,000
of them in this state, with the majority residing in the
Portland area.
Several agencies and programs are involved in
resettlement of refugees. The Refugee Early Employment
Program provides four to six weeks of English classes and
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instruction in skills like resume-writing and
interviewing. Government support covers housing, food and
medical care for the first eight months of resettlement.
After that, refugees are expected to become selfsufficient. The majority of Soviet Pentecostal Refugees
apply their blue-collar backgrounds to find work in ship
yards or factories where low wages are the norm. In 1993
the average wage for Soviet refugees was $5.66 (Refugee
Report, 1993, p.74).
According to the Refugee Report (1993), one of the
main characteristics of Soviet Pentecostal refugees is
that as a group they contain a large number of older
persons, members of extended families. These are people
with chronic but not debilitating medical problems, who
had already reached retirement (55 for males and 50 for
females) in the Soviet Union. They resist entering the
labor market, citing old age or medical problems. Also,
many Pentecostals regard birth control as sinful. As a
result, their families are large; the age of children
sometimes spreads over two decades. Restricted by such
large families, Pentecostal women do not work outside the
home. All that creates financial pressure, as well as
pressure on the family. According to Dr. Dina Birman, who
works in the Refugee

Mental Health Branch of the U.S.

Public Health Service, Pentecostal Refugees experience
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very high stress levels that play out in domestic
violence and mental-health problems (Oregonian, June 26,
1994) •

The significant resettlement problems experienced by
Pentecostal refugees primarily stem from major cultural
differences. Upon their arrival in the United States,
people from the communist countries, where incentives for
individual endeavor have been absent, have certain
expectations from the government. Those expectations
include free medical coverage, a choice of jobs, a wage
sufficient to support their big families, "governmental"
pensions for the retired, and free housing. Due to huge
discrepancies between

the expectations and the realities

of life in the United States, the process of
acculturation for this population is particularly painful
and very often results in high levels of emotional
strain.
Perhaps the greatest challenge for Soviet
Pentecostals is communication. The language barrier not
only cuts them off from the dominant culture and makes
them totally dependent on their children, but also
considerably limits their employment opportunities.
Driven by the necessity to make refugees self-sufficient
and fully functioning members of the society, the Refugee
Early Employment Program in cooperation with Portland
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Community College operates English-as-a-Second-Language
classes that are open to any refugee interested in
learning English. The ESL curriculum is based on survival
skills. The program is free of charge and offers six
levels of ESL classes. The classes are held three times a
week for three hours each day. At the end of each term
the students are assessed by the teacher and, if
qualified, are passed on to the next level. Why many
adults choose not to attend these classes is the main
research question of the present study. The literature
concerned with the deterrents to participation in adult
education is reviewed in the next part of the chapter.

DETERRENTS TO PARTICIPATION IN ADULT EDUCATION

In North America researchers have focused on a
variety of factors that might affect an individual's
decision to engage in educational activities. Most of
these factors can be categorized as (1) reasons for
participation and (2) deterrents to participation. Thus,
two main orientations for research on participation in
educational activities are recognized by the academic
community: one that focuses on the study of motivation;
and the other, characterized by an interest in deterrents
to enrollment. This section offers an overview of some of
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the literature concerned with explaining forces that
hinder the participation of adults in organized
educational activities.
Theory based research on participation, especially
early research, concentrated on identification of learner
types and on motivations (Boshier, 1971; Boshier &
Collins, 1985; Burgess, 1971; Sheffield, 1964). The
emphasis in these studies was on what causes learners to
participate, not what deters them. However, even early
research contained deterrents as an important construct.
Johnstone and Rivera (1965) were the first to address the
issue of deterrents. As part of their four-phase national
study of the nature and magnitude of American adults'
participation in continuing education, the researchers
deductively generated a list of ten discrete reasons for
nonparticipation and asked their subjects (who were
solely non-participants) to indicate whether or not each
reason applied to them. Not only did the researchers
ascertain the relative significance of the ten barriers,
they also investigated the relationships between the
frequency with which the various deterrents were reported
and selected demographic characteristics of the sample.
The findings confirmed many heretofore speculative
assumptions and deterrent perceptions (for example, the
finding that older adults and those occupying lower
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socio-economic strata of society were disproportionately
represented among nonparticipants in adult education;
strength of cost and time as the most influential
deterrent).
In another national study conducted by the
Commission on Non-Traditional Study (Carp, Peterson &
Roelfs, 1974) Johnstone and Rivera's list of deterrents
was enlarged from ten to 24, thus providing for a more
detailed portrayal of various elements that impinge upon
adults' participation in educational activities. The
findings of this research confirmed and substantiated
those of Johnstone and Rivera (1965).
These early surveys, however, shared some
weaknesses. Cross (1981) in her review and critique of
the early findings pointed out such limitations as (1)
deductive generation of deterrents by researchers
themselves which, consequently, made the deterrents
particularly prone to social bias and (2) unsophisticated
design of the surveys that limited treatment of the data
to the simplest types of statistical analysis.
Despite the weaknesses of the early research, it was
significant in that it included deterrents to
participation as a pertinent variable.
In their study Johnstone and Rivera (1965) also
provided the first insight into a potential structure of
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deterrent construct. They intuitively divided the ten
discrete deterrents into two broad categories: (1)
situational, which are external to the individual's
control; and (2) dispositional, which are based on
personal attitude.
Subsequent replications of Carp, Peterson and
Roelfs's study provided evidence in support of the
reliability of the findings. Cross (1981) analyzed data
from about 30 such studies and developed a descriptive
typology of barriers to adults' participation in
educational activities. To situational and dispositional
barriers devised by Johnstone and Rivera she added the
category of institutional barriers, which refer to all
things about the educational institution that discourage
participation, such as class times and location.
Elaborating upon Cross's deterrent classification
framework, Darkenwald and Merriam (1982) added one more
category of barriers to participation - informational,
which along with the institution's failure to communicate
information about programs, also includes failure of the
adults to seek out and use the available information.
They also connected dispositional barriers with low
socioeconomic status, breaking the concept down further
to include adults' negative evaluations of the usefulness
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and pleasurability of education, a fear of failure, and
low self-efficacy.
Even though the construct of deterrents to
participation occupied an important place in the so far
reviewed studies and was central to most models of
participation (Cross, 1981; Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982;
Rubenson, 1977), all these earlier studies were still
focused on motivation, that is on what impels rather than
deters participation. In 1984 Scanlan and Darkenwald
(1984) observed, "motivational orientation factors have
not proved useful in distinguishing participants from
nonparticipants" (p.155) and concluded that since the
construct of deterrents is central in many participation
models, more studies are needed to develop an approach
designed to illuminate the construct of deterrents
through empirically based inquiry. They initiated this
line of research with their study of deterrents to
participation in continuing education for health
professionals (Scanlan & Darkenwald, 1984). Their study
included the development and utilization of a Deterrents
to Participation Scale. The 40-item instrument was
constructed inductively both through exhaustive
literature search and interviews. Of particular value
were the results of factor analyses of the data, which
yielded a six-factor conceptualization of deterrents,
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that is, the six major forces that hindered participation
in continuing education for this population.

The

underlying structure of these factors was found to differ
substantially from the earlier intuitive
conceptualization proposed by Cross (1981). Specifically,
with regard to the "situational" category of deterrents,
three distinct factors emerged: Family Constraints, Cost,
and Work Constraints. With respect to "institutional"
deterrents, only one factor, Lack of Course Relevance,
fit this category, whereas Cross had enumerated several
sub-categories.
These findings clearly suggested that the deterrent
frameworks intuitively constructed by Johnstone and
Rivera (1965), Cross (1981), and Darkenwald and Merriam
(1982)

(two, three, and four components, respectively)

represented early, simplified conceptions of the factors
deterring adults from participating in educational
activities.
The findings of this first empirically based
research on deterrents were not, however, widely
generalizable, since the research was done on a narrow,
homogeneous population. In an effort to enhance
generalizability of the findings Darkenwald and Valentine
(1985) developed a generic form of the Deterrents to
Participation Scale (DPS-G) to measure deterrents among
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the general adult population. In constructing the DPS-G
the researchers adopted the same rigorous approach as in
the previous study. In addition, the prototype scale was
subjected to standard item analysis procedures, including
determination of internal consistency and, finally, was
pretested. The subsequent factor analysis of the returned
instrument led to the following six factors: Lack of
Confidence, Lack of Course Relevance, Time Constraints,
Low Personal Priority, Cost, and Personal Problems.
As in the original Scanlan and Darkenwald (1984)
study, the six deterrent factors provided support for the
complexity of structure underlying the deterrent
construct. They concluded "that an individual's decision
not to participate in organized adult education is
typically due to the combined or synergetic effects of
multiple deterrents, rather than just one or two in
isolation" (p.187).
Of particular importance was also the observation
that the six well-defined and conceptually meaningful
factors yielded by this study differed substantially from
the original six DPS factors (Scanlan & Darkenwald,
1984). Only one (Cost) was identical. This important
finding suggested that the underlying configuration of
the deterrent construct varies according to the
characteristics of the group studied.
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Scanlan and Darkenwald's (1984) and Darkenwald and
Valentine's (1985) rigorous approach to scale·
construction and administration was adopted by a number
of researchers (for example, Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988;
Martindale & Drake, 1989; Blais, Duquette & Painchaud,
1989; Beder, 1990) who examined the nature and impact of
deterrents on different subgroups (low-literate adults,
Air Force personnel, female nurses, and adults eligible
for adult basic education).
Hayes (1989) looked more specifically at deterrents
to participation in ESL classes by Hispanic adults. She
factor analyzed reasons given for nonparticipation, which
had been obtained with the help of the Spanish
translation of Deterrents to Participation Scale - Form
Low Literate (DPS-LL) developed by Hayes and Darkenwald
(1988). Findings, which were derived from a sample of 200
ESL Hispanic students, indicated that there were four
basic deterrents to participation: Self/School
Incongruence, Low Self-Confidence, Lack of Access to
Classes, and Situational Constraints. Although Hayes's
work contributed to the analytical depth of
nonparticipation study, the fact that the research
subjects were all participants in ESL programs
constituted a limitation of the study.
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Review of empirical studies that followed Scanlan
and Darkenwald's (1984) and Darkenwald and Valentine's
(1985) research clearly indicates that the derived factor
strictures, while reflecting the unique aspects of
different groups of population, also capture some
pronounced similarities among them. In his comprehensive
review of the literature on deterrents, Scanlan (1986)
proposes that a synthesis of the research findings
suggests that there are six distinct categories of
deterrents that emerge in most settings and with most
populations:
problems;

(l) individual, family, or home-related

(2) cost concerns;

(3) questionable worth or

relevance of educational opportunities;
perceptions of the value of education;

(4) negative
(5) lack of

motivation or indifference to learning; and (6) lack of
self-confidence.
Concerning Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees in
particular, hardly any research has been conducted on
this most recent refugee population. Exceptions are three
recent studies from Portland State University: one, by
Amy Roberts (Locke & Roberts, 1991) dealing with the
acculturation of the Soviet Pentecostal refugees, another
by Patricia Wiggins (Wiggins, 1994), who looked into
educational and core values of this population, and the
third by Sharon Link (Link, 1995), who looked at behavior
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of Soviet Pentecostal secondary students. The present
study addresses the need to increase the rate of research
and publications on the ethic minority which represents a
significant proportion of the general refugee population
and is, thus, a group of great potential concern to
educators.

CHAPTER I I I

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the study was empirical investigation
of the forces that deter adult Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees from participating in ESL programs.
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section
one discusses the data collection procedures. Section two
describes the participants of the survey. Section three
describes the survey instrument. Finally, section four
gives an overview of statistical procedures used for data
analysis.

SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION

The target population of the study are adult (ages
18 and older) limited English proficiency Russianspeaking Pentecostal refugees in the Portland area
(Multnomah, Washington and Clackamas counties of Oregon).
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Because Soviet Pentecostals were severely persecuted
throughout the history of their existence, they developed
into very closely knit communities that tend to mistrust
any government authority and treat with a great deal of
caution any outsider who expresses unsolicited interest
in any aspect of the community's life. Apart from the
native language and "Soviet life" experiences, the
researcher has very little in common with the studied
population. To overcome this barrier and win the trust of
the targeted population, it was decided to contact
Pentecostal Ministers (they are referred to as Pastors or
Preachers) - undeniably, the most respected people in the
community.
The researcher contacted six out of about a dozen
Pentecostal churches in the Portland area by phone. The
researcher introduced herself, described the purpose of
the research and explained its value for the Pentecostal
community. All Pastors agreed that such research was
needed but were reluctant to have it done in their
particular congregations. Some admitted that they felt
uncomfortable conducting research initiated by an
outsider. The researcher then decided to approach a
congregation in a different way. She was personally
introduced to the Pastor of one of the largest
Pentecostal churches in Portland by five members of the
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congregation, who were formerly her English students. The
Pastor and the elders of the church reviewed the
questionnaire and discussed the researcher's request to
facilitate the survey.
The survey was administered on a date selected by
the Pastor. After the Sunday service the Pastor
introduced the researcher to the congregation of about
300 adults. The questionnaire was distributed and
completed anonymously and on a voluntary basis by adults
who were not at the time attending ESL programs. The
researcher assisted during the survey to answer subjects'
questions in Russian.
A total of 152 respondents completed the survey
instrument. Nine questionnaires with missing data were
eliminated from the sample, leaving a working number of
143 cases.
Due to the population's mobility and lack of a
tracking system to register the numeric changes, it is
impossible to cite the exact number of Pentecostal
refugees in Oregon at any given time. By very approximate
estimates of employers at the Refugee Early Employment
Program, there might be about 4,000 Soviet Pentecostal
adults residing in the Portland area. If that, in fact,
is true, then the sample of 143 individuals is large
enough to reach the 95% level of confidence along with a
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margin of error that does not exceed 8% (Dowdy & Wearden,
1983). In other words, the sample of 143 individuals was

large enough so that, in general, one can be 95 percent
confident that if 50 percent of the sample has a certain
characteristic, the true percentage of the population
having this characteristic lies between 42 and 58. The
figures imply that the sample size is representative of
the targeted population.

DESCRIPTION OF RESPONDENTS

Demographic information gathered along with the
questionnaire data revealed that the overwhelming
majority of respondents (90.2%) were Russians, 13
individuals (or 9.1%) were Ukrainians and one was
Byelorussian.
There was an almost equal representation of males
and females in the sample (47% and 53% respectively).
The respondents had lived in the United States for
periods of time ranging from less than a year to six
years with three years as the average.
The age of the respondents ranged from 19 to 71. The
majority of subjects (57.8%) were from 30 to 48 years
old. The mean age of the group was 44 years.
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Half of the subjects were unemployed. Of 62 male
subjects eligible for work (up to the retirement age of
65), almost one third (20 subjects) were not employed. In
contrast, out of 73 women eligible to work (under the
retirement age of 60), more than a half (48 individuals)
were not employed. This is consistent with the fact that
due to large families, Pentecostal women traditionally
are not expected to work. More interesting and
meaningful, however, is the fact that out of 25 women who
do work, at least eleven would not, normally, be
employed, since all of those eleven women had from one to
four children below age 17. This statistic is significant
in that it reflects resettlement problems and cultural
gaps that the Soviet Pentecostal refugees have to deal
with and that were described earlier: due to a number of
circumstances (limited English proficiency being one of
the most important) men can not easily find jobs to
support their big families, which forces the women to
join the work force.
Only 24% of the respondents indicated that they had
no dependent children. The ages of dependent children
ranged from up to

a year (47.4% of all the children) to

17 years of age. The average age of the youngest child
was five years.
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The group had completed an average of ten and a half
years of schooling in the former Soviet Union. This
education level of respondents is expected in the
population: ten years of elementary and secondary
education was compulsory in the former Soviet Union. Only
fifteen individuals, all between ages 50 and 71, had not
completed the compulsory education. And only four of the
respondents had gone to higher educational
establishments. Taking into account the system of
education in the Soviet Union, one can conclude that
almost all respondents (91%) completed their education in
vocational schools, which means that in the former Soviet
Union they were most probably blue-collar workers.
The overwhelming majority of the subjects (88.7%)
had not studied English prior to their immigration to the
United States. Those who had, had completed an average of
three and a half years of English instruction.
Although none of the subjects were at the time
enrolled in ESL programs, their participation status
revealed that 54 individuals had never participated in
ESL programs while 89 at some time had. The length of
their attendance of ESL programs varied from one to ten
months.
Although the sample which resulted is as
representative as possible given the logistical and
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budget constraints, there are two possible sources of
bias that merit mention. First, since the survey was
conducted immediately after a Sunday service that lasted
for four hours, some families with a lot of children or
small children chose not to stay to complete the
questionnaire. As a result, the sample may be skewed
towards subjects with fewer or older children. Second,
there may be some non-response bias. However, upon
conducting a direct comparison of demographics of the
respondents with those of the total population (Refugee
Reports 1991, 1992, 1993), it became clear that the
descriptive picture of the respondents in this study is
remarkably consistent with the main characteristics of
the targeted population. Thus, despite possible bias, the
sample does not appear to be seriously skewed.
The demographic profile of the respondents in the
present study also fits major characteristics of American
adult non-participants in basic and continuing education,
who, compared with the participants, are described as
typically older, less well educated, more likely to work
in an unskilled or semiskilled occupation and who belong
to lower social and economic strata of society (Anderson

& Darkenwald, 1979; Booth, 1961; Johnstone & Rivera,
1965; Peterson & Roelfs, 1974).
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INSTRUMENTATION

The instrument in this study - "Deterrents to
Participation Scale - Form LL" (DPS-LL) - was originally
developed for use with low-literate adults (Hayes &
Darkenwald, 1988). DPS-LL (see Appendix A, Deterrents to
Participation Scale - Form LL) consists of 32 items, each
representing a discrete deterrent to participation.

The

items were identified through interviews with lowliterate Adult Basic Education students, Adult Basic
Education teachers, and an extensive literature review.
The reliability of the DPS-LL was found to be .82 in the
initial study (Hayes and Darkenwald, 1988).
The DPS-LL was translated into Spanish (DPS-LLS) for
the study of barriers to participation in ESL programs of
Hispanic adults (Hayes, 1989).
For the present study the DPS-LL was translated into
Russian. The translation was done by the researcher, who
is a native speaker of Russian and who had extensive
experience in Russian-English and English-Russian
translation and interpretation.
Because the original English version of the DPS-LL
was already validated, the main requirement of the
translation project was for the Russian translation to be
as close to the original as possible. To achieve high
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standards of accuracy and completeness of the
translation, it was necessary to account for the dialect
and regional linguistic differences of the targeted
population (the subjects came to the United States from
different regions of the former Soviet Union). It was
decided to use the Standard Russian variety (the language
of TV, radio, press) of the Russian Language for the
following reasons:
1) this is a variety understood by all Russian-speaking
population;
2) it is neutral in relationship to other dialects and
varieties of the Russian language;
3) there were no qualified translators familiar with the
varieties spoken by the targeted population;
4) this is the variety spoken by the researchertranslator and, thus, the one she felt most
comfortable to translate the instrument into;
5) a translation was sought which would be useful to
future researchers interested in using the Russian
translation of this instrument.
Since DPS-LL was developed specifically for lowli terate adults and, thus, utilized the most common
language and syntax, characteristic of lower reading
levels, the instrument was fairly easy to translate.
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In choosing vocabulary, grammatical structures and
form of the translation, the researcher was guided by
such unique characteristics of the subjects as age, level
of education, differences in systems of education, and
circumstances in which the instrument was to be
administered. In general, the most common terms and
simplest grammatical structures were preferred.
The accuracy of the initial translation was
evaluated by a native speaker of English, whose
credentials include a Secondary Education certificate and
a Master's Degree in Russian. This individual was
selected for her familiarity with the targeted population
and their culture: she has had quite extensive experience
in acting as an interpreter/translator for the Russian
Pentecostal community in the Portland area. Her insight
into the language was very helpful and some changes
(mostly simplification of the syntactical structures)
were made to the initial translation.
Finally, the revised translation was pilot tested
with five members of the targeted population. The purpose
of the pilot study was to provide a check of
intelligibility and readability of the translation. Their
conunents indicated that the translation was satisfactory.
These individuals were also requested to suggest
additional reasons that might prevent them from
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participating in ESL programs. Two reasons were
identified and eventually added to the final version of
the questionnaire:
1) item 34: "It is easier for me to learn English if
teachers explain rules in my native language";
2) item 35: "I tried to sign up for free ESL classes but
was told that I am not eligible."
The pilot study also indicated that the time needed
for the completion of the instrument was about fifteen
minutes, thereby making it easy to administer during a
church service.
Other modifications to the DPS-LL included:
1) reason 1 in the original DPS-LL - "I couldn't pay for
child care or transportation" - was split into two
separate deterrents: (1) "I can not pay for
transportation" and item (33) "I can not pay for child
care."
2) the original DPS-LL and its Spanish translation DPSLLS were administered to subjects who at the time of
the survey were participating in Adult Basic Education
(Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) or ESL (Hayes, 1989)
programs. In those studies the respondents were asked
to indicate how important each reason was BEFORE they
began to attend the classes. That is why both in DPSLL and DPS-LLS, the reasons for nonparticipation were
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stated in the past tense. Because the present study
was planned to survey subjects, who at the time of
the administration were not participating in ESL
programs, the statements were changed into the present
tense.
Accuracy of translation is critical for validity and
reliability of any research. There is a very strong
argument for the adequacy of the translation performed
for the present study: the ranking of deterrents in the
present study is very consistent with Cross's typology of
deterrents (Cross, 1981) and very similar to the ranking
of deterrents in Hayes and Darkenwald's (done with DPSLL) and in Hayes's (done with DPS-LLS) studies (see "Rank
Order of Deterrents" in the methodology section for more
detailed discussion). Thus, it was concluded, that on the
whole the Russian translation of the DPS-LL was
equivalent to the original and understood by the targeted
population. The final version of the translated
questionnaire with all modifications is identified in the
present study as the DPS-form LLR (see Appendix B,
Deterrents to Participation Scale - Form LLR).
The DPS-LLR directions begin with introduction of
the researcher and explanation of the purpose of the
research. In this section of the instrument it is also
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mentioned that the questionnaire is anonymous and that
its completion is voluntary.
The second section of the DPS-LLR includes eleven
socio-demographic items which proved to be potent
variables in previous participation studies. Variables
include sex, age, native language, number of years in
this country, employment, number of children and the age
of the youngest one, participation in ESL programs
status, level of education in the former Soviet Union.
The questionnaire itself starts with the instruction
to indicate to what extent each of the 35 items
comprising the instrument are influential in their
decision not to participate in free of charge ESL
programs. The respondents selected their responses from a
3-point Likert scale ( 3 being most important).

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Several methods of data analysis were necessary to
accomplish the three research objectives.
The first step in data analysis was to compute basic
descriptive statistics to ascertain the parameters of the
sample. Subsequently, the means of each of the 35 items of
the DPS-LLR, which was used as the instrument of the survey,
were used to rank the deterrents according to their relative
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degree of influence, thus accomplishing the first objective
of the study.

To accomplish the second objective - the identification
of empirically based categories of deterrents - the
responses to the 35 items on the instrument were factor
analyzed.
Because of uncertainty regarding the categorization
of deterrents for the surveyed population, exploratory
rather than confirmatory methods were used. Two different
types of factor analyses - Maximum Likelihood and
Principle Components employing both orthogonal or Varimax
(resulting in uncorrelated factors) and oblique
(resulting in correlated factors) rotations were
requested. The resulting four factor solutions were
carefully examined. In all cases the oblique solution at
each level was substantially similar to the orthogonal
solution at the same level. As was explained by the
statisticion performing the factor analysis, because
orthogonal solutions are more parsimoniously interpreted
than oblique solutions and because the planned
correlational procedures perform better on relatively
uncorrelated variables (the derived factor scores), an
orthogonal solution was considered appropriate in the
present case.
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Several criteria were used to evaluate and select
between orthogonal rotations of Maximum Likelihood and
Principle Components. The eigenvalues of the factors were
examined as indicators of the amount of variance
explained by each dimension. The scree test was used to
indicate the point at which the contribution of
additional factors to an explanation of variance in the
data began to level off.
Ultimately, factor solution of Principle Components
with Varimax rotation was selected for the analyses. A
final factor solution was selected on the basis of the
interpretability of the factors and simplicity of the
factor structure.
The next step in data analysis was to determine
whether reasons for not participating in ESL programs
were associated with demographic traits, thereby
addressing the third research question. To do so,
standardized factor scores were computed using the
rotated pattern matrix. These factor scores were
subsequently used in correlation analyses.
The socio-demographic variables employed in the
analysis were scored as follows: sex (female = 1, male =
2), age (number of years), employment status (employed=
1, unemployed= 2), previous attendance of ESL classes
(number of months). Since these variables include both
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continuous (for example, age, number of dependent
children, etc.) and categorical (for example, sex and
employment) variables, two types of correlational
procedures were employed: Pearson's correlations for
continuous variables and the Chi-square procedure for the
categorical ones.
Pearson's correlations are summarized in the form of
correlation coefficients in Table VIII, while Chi-square
results are represented in Table IX as means scores.
Correlation coefficients were tested for
significance. Only those, with probability value of less
than .05 and .001

were marked as significant

correlations.
The Difference of Means Test was used to test the
significance of categorical factors. The same, as with
continuous variables, levels of significance (less than
.05 and less than .001) were employed to judge how
significant the relationships were.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

RANK ORDER OF DETERRENTS

The individual deterrent items were ranked according
to mean importance ratings. Table I presents all 35 items
in rank order according to item mean. It also illustrates
the comparisons with the Hayes findings of deterrent rank
ordering in her study of barriers to participation in ESL
programs of Hispanic low-literate adults (Hayes, 1989).
In that study Hayes utilized the Spanish translation of
the original DPS-LL which she identified as DPS-LLS.
Of particular interest is the fact that the
deterrent "It is easier for me to learn English if
teachers explain rules in my native language" (which was
not included by Hayes in the study of Hispanic adults and
which was added to the DPS-LL after consultations with
representatives of the targeted population) was perceived
by the respondents as the most influential barrier to
their participation in ESL programs with the item mean
2.51, which is by far higher than the mean item mean
1.34.
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TABLE I: RANK ORDERING OF DETERRENTS
Variables

Mean

DPSLLR
Rank

DPSLLS
Rank

1

*

It is easier for me to learn English
if teachers explain rules in my native
language

2.51

2

2

I think it will take too long for me
to finish school

1. 80

3

5

I can't pay for transportation

1. 78

4

4

I don't think I can go to classes
regularly

1.69

5

5

I can't pay for child care

1.65

6

10

The classes are held at times when I
can't go

1. 61

7

1

I don't have time to go to school

1.58

8

15

I tried to start classes but they were
already full

1.53

9

22.5

It's hard for me to admit that I need
help with English

1.44

10

6

I don't have any transportation to
school

1.42

11

13

I am afraid I am not smart enough to
do the work

1.41

12

3

It's more important to get a job than
go to school

1.40

13

12

I don't know there is any place to go
to take classes

1.38

14

7

I don't know anyone who is attending
classes

1.26

15

9

I think starting classes will be
difficult with lots of questions and
forms to fill out

1.25

16

11

I have family problems

1.24

17.5

24

I don't want to go to classes alone

1. 23

17.5

30

I feel returning to school won't help

1.23
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TABLE I: RANK ORDERING OF DETERRENTS
(CONTINUED)
Variables

Mean

DPSLLR

DPSLLS

20

22.5

I went to ESL classes somewhere else
and didn't like them

1.22

20

17

I feel I am too old to learn English

1.22

20

16

I don't like doing school work

1. 22

22

20

I am worried because classes are held
in a bad neighborhood

1.21

23

30

I think "book learning" is not
important

1.20

24.5

20

I have health problems

1.19

24.5

25

I heard that ESL classes are not very
good

1.19

26

27

I think I won't like to be in class
with younger students

1.18

27.5

14

I don't think I need to know English
better

1.17

27.5

26

I don't want to take classes in a
school building

1.17

I tried to sign up for free ESL
classes but was told I am not
eligible.

1.14

29

*

30

28

I feel my family won't like it if I
return to school

1.13

31.5

30

I feel that my friends or people I
work with won't like it if I return to
school

1. 09

31.5

8

I think ESL classes will be like
regular school

1.09

33

18

I think that teachers will not be
helpful or understanding

1. 07

34.5

20

I don't want to answer questions in
class

1. 06

34.5

32

I don't like other students who go to
classes

1.06
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The table also reveals that, similar to Hayes's
findings, the most highly ranked deterrents_ refer to lack

of time, costs, low priority of education in relation to
work, lack of transportation to school. The items
perceived to be the least important include dislike of
other students, negative educational experiences,
concerns about the negative attitude of family and
friends. In other words, ranked the highest are the
majority of situational and institutional deterrents,
while dispositional deterrents are crowded towards the
end. Such distribution of deterrents fits very well with
Cross's typology of deterrents (Cross,1981). Besides
being an argument fqr the general validity of the
instrument, this pattern helps show that deterrents are
being measured.
Comparison with the Hayes findings at this level is
included to show that the survey instrument, although
slightly modified, gave very similar results with
different populations. With the exception of one item "I don't have time to go to school," - the differences
encompass dispositional deterrents only and seem to be
logical results of population differences in age and
level of education.
The most salient differences seem to be the function
of age difference, which entails differences in family
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size and age of the children. The subjects in the present
study are considerably older than Hayes's respondents
(mean ages 44 and 28 years respectively), which, for
Pentecostals, also relates to much larger families and
younger dependent children (76% of Pentecostals and 53%
of Hispanics had at least one dependent child with the
average age of five for the youngest child of a
Pentecostal and seven for the youngest child of a
Hispanic). Thus, work and family commitments for older
Pentecostal population take precedence over negative
educational experiences and peer pressures and appear to
present much more important barriers to participating. As
a result, such deterrents as "I think that ESL classes
will be like regular school," "I think that teachers will
not be helpful or understanding," "I don't want to answer
questions in class" were ranked by the Pentecostals in
the present study as much less important and were placed
at the very bottom of the table. For the same reason the
deterrent "It is hard for me to admit that I need help
with English" is given much higher rating by the older
respondents in the present study.
Older age may also explain higher rating by the
respondents in the present study of the deterrent "I feel
returning to school would not help me" (ranked 9). It
seems to reflect their diminished perception of education
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as a means of career development. On the contrary, much
younger respondents in Hayes's study, who were just

entering the most productive stage of their lives, had
more faith in education as a tool to advance in their
jobs, which was reflected in their ranking the same
deterrent as much less of a barrier to participation
(ranked 22.5).
The other group of differences in ranking of the
deterrents to participation in ESL programs by the
Pentecostals in the present study and by the Hispanics in
Hayes's study, stems from the generally higher education
level of respondents in this study: Hispanics in Hayes's
study were described as low literate, while subjects in
the present study had on the average ten and a half years
of education. Thus, it was not surprising that this
better educated and thus more appreciative of the value
of education population rated "I don't think I need to
know English better" and "It is more important to get a
job than go to school" as less important than the low
literate respondents in Hayes's study rated the same
deterrents.
Given these differences in the two groups, the
similarities in the responses make a strong argument for
the validity and reliability of the DPS-LL and its
Russian translation (DPS-LLR) as survey instruments.
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FACTOR SOLUTION

Although the means of the 35 items constituting
reasons for nonparticipation are useful for the purpose
of description, taken together the number of items
portrays a picture too complex to understand easily. For
this reason, the responses to the 35 items were factor
analyzed to determine whether an underlying structure was
apparent.
Initially, this analysis yielded eleven factors that
met the Kaiser criterion for retention, possessing
eigenvalues greater than 1.0. However, considerations of
parsimony led to the examination of factor solutions for
between two and eleven factors. Finally, and based on the
results of the scree test and subjective judgements of
interpretability, a six-factor solution (with the loading
criterion set at .40) was selected as the conceptually
most meaningful representation of the data, accounting
for 50.3% of the scale variance, with Factors I through
VI explaining 21%, 7.3%, 6.6%, 5.8%, 5%, 4.5%,
respectively.
The overall mean importance score for the 35 items
was a relatively low 1.34, a finding similar to results
of previous research (Darkenwald & Valentine, 1985;
Hayes, 1989; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988).
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The results of factor analysis, which addresses the
second research question, are presented in Tables II
through VII. The tables list DPS-LLR items, item means,
item rank according to mean, and factor loadings of each
deterrent that define a factor.
Based on the .40 loading criterion, only five items
failed to load on any factor:
1) I can't pay for transportation.
2) It is hard for me to admit that I need help with
English.
3) I don't like doing schoolwork.
4) I think that teachers will not be friendly or
understanding.
5) It's easier for me to learn English if teachers
explain rules in my native language.
Four items had loadings of more than .40 on two
factors:
1) I feel I am too old to learn English.

2) I don't have any transportation to school.
3) I am afraid I am not smart enough to do the work.
4) I think it will take too long for me to finish
school.
The first factor found was called "Self /School
Incongruence." This is the name that Hayes (1989) gave
her first factor in the study of Hispanics. The
similarity between this and Hayes's Factor I is striking:
her factor holds eleven variables including seven in
Table II (l,2,3,6,7,9,12).
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TABLE I I

English."
FACTOR I

SCHOOL/SELF INCONGRUENCE

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPS-LLR
Scale
Rank

VARIABLE
1

I don't want to take
classes in a school
building

.78

1.17

28.5

2

I don't want to answer
questions in class

.76

1.06

35.5

3

I think "book learning" is
not important

.68

1.20

23

4

Starting classes will be
difficult with lots of
questions and forms to
fill out.

.67

1.25

15

5

I don't want to go to
classes alone

.66

1.18

26

6

I think I won't like being
in classes with younger
students

.63

1.23

17.5

7

I feel returning to school
won't help me

.63

1.23

17.5

8

I am afraid I am not smart
enough to do the work

.55

1.41

11

9

I feel I am too old to
learn English

.54

1.22

20

10

I don't have any
transportation to school

.43

1.42

10

11

I went to ESL classes
somewhere else and didn't
like them

.43

1.22

20

12

I have health problems

.42

1.19

25.5

Despite the fact that items loading on Factor I have
relatively low means, this factor seems to be one of the
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most conceptually meaningful. The general feeling
conveyed strongly by the factor is lack of congruence
between self-perception, individual needs, expectations
and preferences as compared with different aspects of the
educational environment.
The two highest loading items: "I don't want to take
classes in a school building" and "I don't want to answer
questions in class" indicate a discrepancy between the
respondents' self-perception and their role as a student.
The same general feeling is supported by items "I am
afraid I am not smart enough to do the work," "I have
health problems" and "I feel I am too old to learn
Items "I think 'book learning' is not important" and
"I feel returning to school won't help me" reflect a
conflict between perceived individual needs and benefits
of education.
The next set of items - "I don't want to go to
classes alone" and "I think I won't like being in classes
with younger students" - reveals perceived
incompatibility with other students in the program.
Two items - "Starting classes will be difficult with
lots of questions and forms to fill out" and "I don't
have transportation to school" - reflect a discrepancy
between the subjects' expectations of class organization
and perceived reality. These particular variables
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represent an addition of institutional deterrents to an
otherwise exclusively dispositional factor and, thus,
help Factor I form a coherent mix of institutional and
dispositional deterrents.
Finally, the item "I went to ESL classes somewhere
else and didn't like them," while introducing a new
dimension, is not inconsistent with the foregoing
interpretation: it reinforces generally negative feelings
prompted by the perceived self/school incongruence.
In conclusion, the following observation seems to
merit mention. Half of the variables (2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
12) comprising Factor I clearly relate to the
respondents' perception of their age-set status (for
example, "I think I won't like being in classes with
younger students,"

"I feel I am too old to learn

English"). Implicit in such grouping of variables is
connotation of "old" age as a deterrent to successful
learning. This leads to the conclusion that for this
population, "Self /School Incongruence" is to a greater
degree associated with age.
Items comprising Factor II are presented in Table
III.
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TABLE III
FACTOR II: LOW PRIORITY OF EDUCATION

Variables

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPSLLR
Scale
Rank

1

I don't think I can go to
classes regularly

.73

1. 69

4

2

I don't have time to go to
school

.70

1.58

7

3

I think it will take me too
long to finish school

.52

1. 80

2

4

The classes are held at
times when I can't go

.52

1. 61

6

5

It's more important to get a
job than go to school

.50

1.40

12

6

I am afraid I am not smart
enough to do the work

.41

1.41

11

Except for item 6, the rest of the items in Factor
II are found in Hayes's Factor IV, which she labeled
"Situational Constraints." However, Hayes's definition of
the factor seems to be unjustifiably general. A more
specific definition could be "Time Constraints," since
the four highest loading variables clearly convey "lack
of time" as an obvious label.
However, the fifth and the sixth items indicate a
more subtle interpretation. Firstly, both of them refer
to a situation in which other activities take precedence
over education. Secondly, this factor seems to be closely
interrelated with Factor VI "Social Disapproval". For
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these reasons, and based on the researcher's knowledge of
the subjects, it was deemed more appropriate to call this
factor "Low Priority of Education."
The items comprising this factor exhibit some of the
highest item means, with the mean item mean exceeding
those of five other factors. This suggests that these
deterrents are particularly salient for the described
population.
The third Factor, presented in Table IV, was labeled
"Negative Attitude Towards Classes".

TABLE IV
FACTOR I I I : NEGATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARDS CLASSES

Variables

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPSLLR
Scale
Rank

1

I don't like the other
students who go to classes

.67

1.06

1.06

2

I tried to start classes but
they were already full

.59

1. 53

1.53

3

I think that ESL classes will
be like regular school

.56

1.09

32.5

4

I heard that ESL classes are
not very good

.54

1.19

25.5

5

I am worried because classes
are held in a bad
neighborhood

.48

1.21

22

Negative attitude to school has been consistently
shown by numerous studies to be a major reason for
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nonparticipation (see, for example, Beder, 1990; Dao,
1975; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988).
The variables subsumed under Factor III in the
present study provide for a wider definition of classes,
which includes not only their content, but also such
aspects as other students attending the classes, location
of the building, accessibility of the classes. Each item
in Factor III indicates a dislike of one of these
aspects: "I don't like the other students who go to
~lasses" reflects a negative attitude to other students;

"I tried to start classes but they were already full"
reveals negative emotions prompted by the lack of access
to classes; "I think that ESL classes will be like
regular school" and "I heard that ESL classes are not
very good" indicate dislike of classes themselves; and,
finally, "I am worried because classes are held in a bad
neighborhood" relates apprehension concerning the
location of the building.
For the most part, the items comprising Factor III
reflect a personal judgment rather than a barrier erected
by the institution. For this reason the factor was called
"Negative Attitude to Classes" as opposed to
"Institutional Barriers."
On the whole, the variables in this factor did not
receive high ratings by the respondents, which indicates
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relatively low importance of the factor for the surveyed
population.
Items subsumed under Factor IV Low Self-Confidence
are listed in Table V.

TABLE V
FACTOR IV: LOW SELF-CONFIDENCE
Variable

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPSLLR
Scale
Rank

1

I don't know anyone who is
attending the classes

.78

1.26

14

2

I feel I am too old to learn
English

.54

1. 22

20

3

I don't know there is any
place to go to take classes

.54

1.38

13

4

I tried to sign up for free
ESL classes but was told that
I am not eligible

.so

1.14

29

5

I think it will take too long
for me to finish school

.41

1.80

2

Variables comprising this factor are mostly
dispositional and seem to convey a pattern of lack of
confidence: feelings of inadequacy ("I don't know anyone
who is attending the classes," "I feel I am too old to
learn English," "I tried to sign up for the classes but
was told that I am not eligible"), low expectations ("I
think it will take too long to finish school") and
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perception of the need for encouragement ("I think it
will take too long to finish school").
"Low Self-Confidence" is a dispositional factor, the
most difficult to measure. While the items in this factor
were assigned moderate means, the factor structure, in
conjunction with the expectations from the literature,
show that low self-confidence is, in fact, a definite
barrier to participation for the subjects of the study.
It is interesting to note that "I am afraid I am not
smart enough to do the work" failed to load on this
factor at the criterion level, which suggests that "I am
afraid I am not smart enough to do the work" is perceived
by the respondents as somewhat different from the rest of
the items comprising "Low Self-Confidence" factor. This
represents a challenge to those who would try to group
the deterrents according to what they consider to be
logical.
The three items that comprise Factor V are presented
in Table VI. For obvious reasons, this factor has been
labeled "Situational Barriers," as defined by Johnstone
and Rivera (1965), Cross (1981), Darkenwald and Merriam
(1982). It includes three items: "I can't pay for child
care," "I have family problems," and "I don't have any
transportation to school."
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TABLE VI
FACTOR V: SITUATIONAL BARRIERS

Variable

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPSLLR
Scale
Rank

1

I can't pay for child care

.73

1.65

5

2

I have family problems

.66

1.24

16

3

I don't have any
transportation to school

.49

1.42

10

Interestingly, two of the three items reflect
situational difficulties directly related to family.
The items have relatively high means, which suggests
that family related situational barriers are an important
deterrent for this particular population.
Most of the variables with the lowest means of the
scale are found subsumed under Factor VI presented in
Table VII.
The highest loading items clearly indicate that
support from the immediate environment is perceived as
deficient for engagement in education activities.
The third item "I don't think I need to know English
better" does not seem to fit the dominant pattern. It
might, however, be viewed as a concomitant of the social
environment in which education is not perceived as
important or helpful.
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TABLE VII
FACTOR VI: SOCIAL DISAPPROVAL

Variables

Loading
Value

Item
Mean

DPSLLR
Scale
Rank

1

I feel that my friends or
people I work with won't
like it if I return to
school

.68

1.09

32.5

2

I feel my family won't like
it if I return to school

.58

1.13

30

3

I don't think I need to know
English better

.49

1.17

28.5

It is important to note that although the items in
this factor have the lowest means, "Social Disapproval"
is not necessarily the least important deterrent. Due to
social desirability bias or what Sudman and Bradburn
(1974) called "problems of self-presentation," the items
comprising this factor were not likely to be reported at
a much stronger level:
If a respondent has a socially undesirable attitude
or if he has engaged in socially undesirable
behavior, he may face a conflict between a desire to
conform to the definition of good behavior, which
says one should tell the truth, and the desire to
appear to the interviewer to be in a socially
desirable category. It is frequently assumed that
most respondents resolve this conflict in favor of
biasing their answer in the direction of social
desirability. (Sudman & Bradburn, 1974, pp.9-10)
So the dispositional deterrents to socially
desirable behavior such as education may well come at the
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end of the list because strong responses to these
deterrents do not reflect well on the respondents. Thus,
the importance of the factor "Social Disapproval" may be
more pronounced than its mean item score leads us to
believe.

RELATIONS OF FACTORS TO SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

The third objective of the research was to determine
the relationships between respondent socio-demographic
characteristics and factors identified as deterring
participation in ESL programs. These relationships are
presented in Tables VIII and IX.
Table VIII presents a correlation matrix of the
relationships between standardized factor scores and the
following socio-demographic variables: age, number of
dependent children, age of the youngest child, educational
attainment, period of attending ESL classes, years of
studying English in the Soviet Union, and period of
residence in this country.
Correlations reported in Table VIII were tested for
significance. Those that are significant are marked by one
asterisk (.05 level of significance) or by two asterisks (an
even higher level of significance of .001).
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TABLE VIII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTOR SCORES AND CONTINUOUS

VARIABLES

Factors
1. Age

I
.25

II
-.08

III

IV

-.16

.24

*

v

VI

-.03

-.19

*
-.06

*

2. Number of
dependent
children

-.31

.23

**

*

3. Age of the
youngest child

.11

-.05

-.17

.08

4. Educational
attainment

-.15

.13

.14

-.13

5. Period of
attendance of
ESL classes

.03

6. Years of
studying English
in the USSR

-.05

.08

-.13

-.07

.05

-.05

7. Period of
residence in the
USA

-.19

.07

.13

.07

-.09

.01

-.13

.31

.02

**
-.07
.21

-.07
.05

*
.16

.04

-.16

.06

.23

*

Table IX reports the comparison of means to show how
females and males, and employed and unemployed
respondents differ in their responses to the factors.
Significant differences are marked by asterisks in the
same manner as in Table VIII.

.,
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TABLE IX
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FACTOR SCORES AND CATEGORICAL
VARIABLES
Factors
Gender

Employment

v

VI

.ls

-.07

.02

-.18

.10

.16

.OS

-.28

.17

-.16

-.04

.29

I

II

.14

-.07

-.07

-.OS

Male

-.17

.06

-.01

Empl.

-.17

.30

.18

-.28

Female

Unemp.

III

IV

**

-.17

**

As the tables reveal, a number of correlations were
found to be statistically significant, their pattern
being largely what one would expect.
For example, one would expect School/Self
Incongruence (Factor I) to be related to higher age: as
the grouping of variables in Factor I clearly indicates,
"old" age is perceived by this population as a deterrent
to successful learning.
Factor II, Low Priority of Education, was correlated
positively with the number of dependent children, also a
logical relationship: parents with more children are
likely to be more involved with the family, work and
community responsibilities which take precedence over
education.
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The nature of one's employment has already been
established as an important barrier to participation
(Anderson & Darkenwald, 1979). That the participation
rate for individuals with high occupational status
(professional, managerial employment) is about three
times the average for the population as a whole (Kay,
1982) supports the notion that the work setting and job
responsibilities do affect adults' inclinations to
participate in educational activities: the higher the
occupational status of an individual is the more likely
he/she is to take part in educational activities. In
concert with these findings, Table IX shows that Low
Priority of Education (Factor II) was found to be a
greater deterrent for the employed respondents in the
present study: ESL classes are, in a way, a key to
employment in this country; however, once a job (in an
almost exclusively unskilled or semiskilled low paying
occupation) has been secured, the priority of education
decreases considerably.
With respect to Low Self-confidence (Factor IV), the
single significant correlate with age makes sense: older
adults grow to be less confident in their ability to
succeed academically, a finding well illustrated in a
number of nonparticipation studies (for example,
Johnstone & Rivera, 1965; Dao, 1975; Carp, Peterson &
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Roelfs, 1974).
The comparatively high correlation coefficients for
Situational Barriers (Factor V) with number of children
and educational attainment also exhibit a consistent,
logical pattern. Predictably, the number of dependent
children is correlated at a very high significance level
with this factor: it seems that more children would
require more time on the part of the parents. This makes
family commitments a much stronger deterrent to
participation in any type of educational activities.
As indicated in Table IX, Situational Barriers
appear to be significantly greater deterrents to the
unemployed respondents. This is not surprising when one
considers the cost-related nature of the items that
define this factor (for example,"I can't pay for child
care," "I don't have any transportation to school"):
unemployment leads to financial problems that ultimately
present greater barriers to participation to the
unemployed (as compared to the employed). This finding
reinforces another significant correlation: Situational
Barriers with educational attainment.
This seemingly conflicting positive correlation of
Situational Barriers with educational attainment (see
Table VIII) becomes clear if one takes into account the
relatively high level of education of the surveyed
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population (ten and a half years), which, considering the
Soviet system of education, makes them mostly blue collar
skilled workers who enjoyed relatively high wages in the
former Soviet Union. It appears that the more educated
the individuals are, the more reluctant they may be to
accept lower paying unskilled and semiskilled jobs in
this country and, thus, they may be more likely to stay
unemployed for longer than their less educated
compatriots. Being unemployed, consequently, creates more
situational barriers (see the discussion of Situational
Barriers-unemployment correlation earlier).
Responses to Social Disapproval (Factor VI) were
found to increase with the length of time spent in ESL
programs and decrease with age. The likely explanation
for the negative correlation of Social Disapproval and
age could be the following. Pentecostalism is a
judgmental community, where everyone who wants to be part
of it is expected to conform to certain social norms. It
appears that younger adults, who are more likely to be in
the process of establishing themselves in the community,
may find themselves under more pressure to "look good" in
the eyes of their older, and, thus, more respected peers.
Younger adults might, consequently, be more calculating
in producing a socially desirable image. It would be
expected then, that in the environment where educational
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activities are not just unsupported, but disapproved,
younger adults will be more inclined to perceive this
disapproval as a much stronger deterrent than their older
counterparts.
Finally, the predictable positive correlation of
Social Disapproval and time spent in ESL programs seems
to imply that the longer an individual attends an ESL
program the more aware she/he becomes of being engaged in
a socially undesirable behavior. As a consequence, those
who spend more time in English classes come to perceive
Social Disapproval of this educational activity as a
stronger deterrent.
Only one factor, Negative Attitude to Classes
(Factor III), did not correlate significantly with any
demographic variable, suggesting that this particular
reason for nonparticipation cuts across socio-demographic
groupings.
It is clear that, with the exception of one
correlation - negative correlation of the number of
dependent children with Factor I, School/Self
Incongruence (the sole relationship that is hard to
interpret), - overall, the socio-demographic variables
and factors were found to relate in logical ways, that
match expectation from the literature and specific
characteristics of the surveyed population.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of the present study was to
build on earlier (Scanlan & Darkenwald, 1984; Darkenwald

& Valentine, 1985; Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) research
which initiated the empirical investigation of deterrents
to participation in adult educational activities and
extend this line of enquiry to the previously unexamined
population: Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees.
A particular strength of the present study is that
it overcame one of the major drawbacks of the previous
research (Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988; Hayes, 1989) that
used convenience samples that consisted of participants
in adult basic education (Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) or in
ESL programs (Hayes, 1989). The subjects in those studies
were asked to indicate how important each reason was for
them BEFORE they started attending those classes. The
obvious drawback to the use of such a sample is limited
generalizability of the findings. The present research
was more successful in reaching the appropriate
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population: although some of the respondents had at some
point participated in ESL classes, none of them were at
the time of the survey enrolled in ESL programs.
The present study focused on the phenomenon of
nonparticipation by addressing the following questions:
1. What individual reasons for nonparticipation are
perceived by this population as the most important?
2. Is there an underlying structure to the reasons why
eligible members of the target population choose not
to attend ESL classes?
3. What socio-demographic and background variables are
associated with the reasons why they do not attend the
classes?
The information gathered from the three research
questions (rank ordering of the deterrents, factor
analysis, and exploration of relationships of factors
with socio-demographic data) yielded some enlightening
statistics about the forces that deter Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees from participating in ESL programs.
Those statistics provided some insight into what is
clearly a complex phenomenon. The next three sections of
the chapter are devoted to the discussion of the research
questions.
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RANK ORDER OF DETERRENTS

Rank ordering of the 35 items on the DPS-LLR, which
was used as the instrument in the study, indicated that
the items perceived to be the least important include
dislike for school, negative educational experiences,
concerns about the negative attitudes of family and
friends. The most highly ranked deterrents refer to lack
of time, costs, low priority of education in relation to
work, and lack of transportation to school.
The .one most pressing barrier to participation that
stands apart from the rest of the deterrents on the
instrument is unavailability of Russian-speaking ESL
teachers. It is one of the most significant findings of
the study. It will be recalled that the original DPS-LL
does not contain the item. The item was added to DPS-LLR
after consultations with representatives of the targeted
population. Unavailability of Russian-speaking ESL
teachers turned up as the only barrier that was perceived
almost twice as important as any other deterrent on the
questionnaire. Along with the rank order, the perceived
importance of this deterrent is reinforced by its mean
score: the rating of 2.51, which is equivalent to the
scale descriptor "Important," stands in contrast to the
low ratings of the rest of the items, that ranged between
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"Not Important" and "Slightly Important" (that is,
between the scale values of 1 and 2).

FACTOR SOLUTION

With respect to the second research question,
exploration of the data revealed six empirically derived,
conceptually interpretable factors that represent the
basic forces that inhibit Russian-speaking Pentecostal

.

refugees from participating in ESL programs. Reasons why
they do not take ESL classes that are offered to them
free of charge are multidimensional. They elect not to
participate because of the perceived school/self
incongruence, low priority of education, dislike for
classes, low self-confidence, situational barriers and
social disapproval.
The derived deterrent structure was compared to
those from prior research of nonparticipation and
expectations from the literature. The results of the
comparison revealed that, on the one hand, the underlying
structure of the deterrents in the present study,
although not identical, is nevertheless very similar to
the ones derived in the studies of nonparticipation in
Adult Basic Education of low-literate adults (Hayes &
Darkenwald, 1988)

and nonparticipation in ESL programs
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of Hispanic adults (Hayes, 1989). On the other hand, the
deterrent factor structure identified in this study
differs substantially, as would be anticipated, from the
deterrent structures derived for health professionals
(Scanlan & Darkenwald, 1984) and for the general
population (Darkenwald & Valentine, 1985). The
differences between low-literate Americans, Hispanics and
Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees on the one hand and
the general population on the other seem to be the
function of one key variable - socio-economic status of
the respondents. The samples of the research by Scanlan
and Darkenwald (1984) and Darkenwald and Valentine (1985)
consisted primarily of white, middle-class, highly
educated individuals, while respondents in this study,
similar to low-literate Americans (Hayes & Darkenwald,
1988) and low English proficiency Hispanics (Hayes,
1989), belong to the lower social, economic and
occupational strata of the society.
That there is a great disparity in the involvement
in continuing education of segments of the population
situated at different levels of the social hierarchy, is
well documented in the literature. For example, Johnstone
and Rivera (1965), Miller (1967), Carp, Peterson and
Roelfs (1974), Shipp and McKenzie (1981) and, most
recently, Beder (1991) point out the differences in
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motivation to participate in adult education among
individuals of different socio-economic status. If there
are differences in motivation for these groups of
population, then it is logical to suggest that there may
be differences in the reasons why they do not
participate. Following is the discussion of the most
salient differences in barriers to participation in
various adult education programs between respondents in
this study, low literate Americans in the study by Hayes
and Darkenwald (1988) and low English proficiency
Hispanics in the study by Hayes (1989)

(for simplicity

these populations will be further ref erred to as low
income) on the one hand and the general population
(Darkenwald & Valentine, 1985) on the other.
First, only one factor was found in this study
(similar to the findings of Hayes and Darkenwald, 1988
and Hayes, 1989) to correspond to the category of
situational barriers proposed by Cross. In the research
on the general population this type of barrier was much
more complex, being represented by a variety of factors:
Time Constraints, Costs and Personal Problems. According
to Hayes and Darkenwald (1988), this discrepancy suggests
the generally lower level of social involvement and
corresponding lack of social commitments among lower
income adults. Cost in the present study was not
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identified as a barrier to participation in ESL programs
since classes themselves are free.
Second, not a single factor relating to the category
of institutional barriers postulated by Cross was
identified in this study

(similar to Hayes & Darkenwald,

1989, and Hayes, 1988). Negative Attitude Towards Classes
(Factor III) is somewhat related to such institutional
types of barriers identified in the research of the
general population as Lack of Course Relevance, Benefit
and Quality. That institutional barriers failed to form a
deterrent to participation in ESL programs was an
unexpected finding, considering a number of recent
newspaper publications describing enrollment problems,
funding reductions, staff cuts, waiting lists and general
frustration of eligible individuals trying to get into
ESL programs in the Portland area. This testifies to the
fact that despite the impression produced by the media,
the institutional barriers are not perceived as salient,
at least by the Russian-speaking ESL population.
And finally, one of the most revealing differences
between low income and general population is a much
greater number of dispositional types of barriers
experienced by the low income adults. All but one factor
- Situational Barriers (Factor V) - in this study had
previously been included in the single category labelled
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"dispositional" by Cross (1981) or "psycho-social" by
Darkenwald and Merriam (1982). These factors included
Self/School Incongruence, Low Priority of Education,
Negative Attitude to Classes, Low Self-Confidence and
Social Disapproval. In the research with health
professionals (Scanlan & Darkenwald, 1984) and the
general population (Darkenwald & Valentine, 1985),
however, in each study dispositional types of barriers
were represented by a single factor.
Thus, the results of a comparison of barriers to
participation in adult education of low income and
general population indicate that educational
participation of these populations is hindered by
essentially different forces: while higher income
individuals seem to be "externally" deterred, the low
income population is deterred "internally" - the factors
that inhibit their participation reside inside themselves
and are essentially psychological in nature.
Another important aspect of factor analysis is that
by calculating the mean item scores of the six factors,
it identified differences in the strength of the
deterrent factors. While a variety of deterrent factors
may underlie nonparticipation, any individual factor may
be strong or weak, thus reflecting the degree of
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importance they were perceived to have had on
nonparticipation.
Relative magnitude of the factors according to their
mean item scores is graphically represented in Figure 1.

II
Low Prior.
of Educ.

v
uat.
iers
conri.aence
III
Negative
Attitude

I
Self/
School
Incong.

VI
Social
Disappr.

1.13

1.22

1.23

1. 36

1.44

1.58

Figure 1. Mean item scores of the factors.

The mean item scores of the factor

suggest that Low

Priority of Education was perceived as the most important,
followed by Situational Barriers and Low Self-Confidence.
Self /School Incongruence and Negative Attitude Towards
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Classes were about equal in importance, while Social
Disapproval was of secondary importance.
Interestingly, Low Priority of Education, which is
perceived as the most important by the Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees, is unique for this population. The
carefully labelled "Low Personal Priority" in the study
of low literate adults (Hayes & Darkenwald, 1988) is
somewhat related and similar. However, the unique
interrelations of the items in Factor II in the present
study clearly focused on particularly education as having
low priority. It is tempting to develop this line of
thought and infer that the target population is motivated
by survival needs rather than by such higher order needs
as recognition and self-actualization. However, when
trying to interpret the implications of factors, one
should be very careful and keep in mind the fact that the
present research had as its objective the exploration of
factors associated with nonparticipation only. The second
major component of

participation, motivation, was beyond

the scope of the study. Thus, it is virtually impossible
to ascertain whether ESL instruction was either actively
sought or resisted: if anything, ESL instruction and,
along with it, participation in ESL programs, was simply
not a priority.
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Predictably, Situational Barriers, perceived as the
second important barrier to participation, relate
primarily to family and, judging by the results of
correlations with socio-demographic data, are associated
with having many children. One may infer then that
situational barriers derive from role responsibilities
associated with family- oriented life cycle and as such
operate most substantially during mid-life.
Another interesting finding is the

correlation of

Situational Barriers with educational attainment and
employment. Taken together these correlations provide a
very interesting insight into the realities of life for
most Pentecostal refugees in this country. One may argue
that many find themselves in a "vicious circle": because
of their relatively high educational level, Russianspeaking Pentecostal refugees do not want to take low
paying jobs but are not offered higher paying ones
because of their lack of acceptable level of English
proficiency; at the same time, because they are
unemployed, they are less likely to participate in ESL
programs. As a result, they are neither participating in
ESL programs, nor working in the higher paying jobs they
may be qualified for.
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Low Self-Confidence (Factor IV) is mostly age
related and is

the only factor that seems to carry poor

self-image.
Self/School Incongruence (Factor I) and Negative
Attitude Towards Classes (Factor III) were perceived to
be of equal importance.
Self /School Incongruence found in the present study
is more clearly defined than the Self /School Incongruence
factor reported by Hayes (1989) in the study of
nonparticipation of Hispanic adults in ESL programs. In
addition to the feeling of lack of congruence between
self-perception, individual needs, expectations and
preferences as compared with different aspects of the
educational environment, it reflects lack of instrumental
value of ESL instruction in leading to good jobs or more
money.
Items subsumed under Negative Attitude Towards
Classes provide for a very wide definition of classes,
including its content, location, other students attending
the classes, the classes' accessibility. These items show
that nonparticipants' negative attitudes and perceptions
pertain particularly to the existing ESL classes rather
than to a more general concept of ESL instruction.
Because of this and because of the fact that 64% of the
respondents had at some time participated in ESL programs
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in the Portland area (which means that their opinion was
not based on hearsay), this factor can be interpreted as
criticism of the existing ESL programs.
Finally, Social Disapproval (Factor VI), which is
the least important in terms of item means, represents a
very well defined factor, much more clearly separated
than in the previous studies. As was discussed in the
results section, due to social desirability bias, the
items on this factor could have been reported at a lower
level of importance than they actually are. Thus, Social
Disapproval could be a much more important deterrent than
the item means score leads us to believe.

RELATION OF FACTORS TO SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

With respect to the third research question, the
overall pattern of relationships between the factors and
socio-demographic variables was conceptually meaningful
and consistent with expectations from the literature and
the studied population, thereby supporting the validity
of the identified factors. Moreover, these observed
relationships suggest that as life circumstances and
personal characteristics of individuals change, so does
their perception of deterrents. In other words, different
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deterrents become prominent at different stages of an
individual's life.
That the socio-demographic variables and the factors
related in expected ways, along with the consistency of
the results with those of previous uses of DPS-LL adds to
the validity of DPS-LLR, the research instrument. The
fact that the instrument yielded deterrent structure that
was logically different from Hayes and Darkenwald's low
literate adult population and Hayes's low English
proficiency Hispanics, and yet fits the same pattern and
the literature, reflects the strength of the instrument
and its utility in measuring the deterrents.
One final point merits mention. It concerns the
overall low item mean importance scores. Item means
ranged between the scale values of 1 (corresponding to
the descriptor "Not Important") and 2 ("Slightly
Important"), with the scale mean item mean of 1.34. Low
item means were also characteristic of DPS-LL (Hayes &
Darkenwald, 1988) and DPS-LLS (Hayes, 1989) as well as
similar instruments designed to identify deterrents to
participation. Such a pattern of low item means suggests
that an individual's decision not to participate in ESL
programs is due to a combination of deterrents rather
than just one or two in isolation that, hypothetically,
would be easier to deal with.
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Overall, the differences in the findings of the
present study and those of earlier research on deterrents
to participation do provide evidence of the need to
examine the characteristics of Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees as a distinct group.
From a theoretical perspective, the findings provide
a relatively parsimonious framework for understanding
deterrents to participation without subscribing to the
assumptions underlying simple linear models or simple
correlational analysis. The emerged conceptualization of
important deterrents specific to Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees and supported by empirical data has
previously been lacking.
For practitioners, the greater understanding of
deterrents resulting from this research provides a basis
for attempts to serve more Russian-speaking Pentecostal
refugees, this still growing segment of ESL population in
Oregon.

CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The results of the present study suggest several
directions for future research. One of the

pressing

needs, and one without which this study can only be
regarded as suggestive, is for the replication of the
factor analytic work. The importance of individual
deterrents and the deterrent factors may vary for a wider
sample of the target population.

A strength of the present research was that the
respondents consisted of members of the target community
who had no affiliation with the existing ESL programs
and, thus, had not demonstrated a propensity for
educational participation. However, choosing such a
sample created a problem in regard to social
acceptability as a response bias. One of the possible
methods to minimize the potential effects of social
desirability is a projective technique, whereby the
respondents are asked to report perceptions regarding
others' behavior. It is assumed that the elicited
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responses would accurately reflect the perceptions of the
respondents themselves (Dao, 1975). This technique was

not employed in the present research because the results
would no longer be comparable to the studies that were
replicated.
Since dispositional barriers play such an important
role in deterring the target population from
participating in ESL programs, more research is needed to
understand better their nature. Dispositional barriers
are subtle deterrents that are closely tied to selfconcept and, therefore, hard to measure. As deterrents
they could have an even greater role than has already
been revealed in this research. To allow better measures
of dispositional barriers, Martindale and Drake (1989)
suggest that instruments designed to access academic
self-concept (such as the Academic Self-Concept Scale
from the University of Wisconsin at Madison) should be
utilized along with a deterrents survey.
Another important issue that needs to be considered
in future research of this ethnic minority is the
cultural bias inherent in our research tradition. This
research tradition is based upon concepts developed by
and about the white middle class and as such may be
grounded in ethnocentric assumptions (Ponterotto, 1988).
Undeniably, one's cultural perspective influences even
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the interpretation of the data. This limitation was
partially overcome in this research, since the researcher
shares the same ethnic background with the studied
population. However, she is not a member of the
Pentecostal community. In the future, to enhance the
construct validity of factor analytic work it is
essential to involve members of the Pentecostal community
in the research process.
This research limits its perspective to the study of
DETERRENTS to participation. The construct of deterrents
to participation as a multifactored influence on adult
decisions to participate in education is an important
part of a dynamic participation model. The other major
component of this model is MOTIVATION. The study of
factors that motivate Russian-speaking Pentecostal
refugees to engage in learning activities is a very
promising area of future investigation.
As was mentioned elsewhere in the paper, the studied
sample

DOES represent a homogeneous segment of

population in respect to all the major characteristics,
such as ethnicity, socio-economic status, family status,
education and life experiences. However, the information
yielded by the consideration of the relationships between
deterrent factors and socio-demographic characteristics
indicated that the impact of the deterrents on
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participation behavior varies according to both personal
characteristics and life circumstances of the individual.
This finding suggests that meaningful subgroups can be
identified within this seemingly homogeneous population.
Identification of such subgroups and creation of a
typology of Russian-speaking Pentecostal refugees based
on their perception of deterrents to participation in ESL
programs seems to be a priority for future research.
The results of the suggested research may yield
information that could be a valuable resource both for
enhancing understanding of participation, and for efforts
to improve ESL programs, attract more Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees into these programs and help this
growing segment of population become fully functional,
productive members of the society.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Viewed from a practical stance, findings of the
present research provide useful information for educators
and administrators concerned with recruiting, serving and
retaining greater numbers of Russian-speaking Pentecostal
refugees in ESL programs. By identifying the deterrents
that are most negatively affecting participation of this
population in ESL programs, the present study provides a
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basis for the development of strategies to address

these

deterrents.
The number and magnitude of the identified deterrent
factors to participation in ESL programs for Russianspeaking Pentecostal refugees suggest that for an ESL
program to be successful in addressing these deterrents,
the program planners should take a holistic approach to
the problem, treating ESL instruction per se as only one
need among many. It seems essential that ESL program
planning for this population take into account the
following broad objectives:

*

Reducing family and cost related problems

*

Raising self-esteem

*

Establishing supportive and responsive learning
environment with low levels of risk and free of threat

*

Concentrating on helping the participants resume
interrupted careers

*

Providing a "non-school like" format by stressing an
adult oriented environment

*

Building more positive attitudes towards ESL classes

*

Developing a supportive social environment

*

Training of conununity members as ESL teachers
Reaching these objectives is a formidable task and

will require that providers employ an integrated and
comprehensive approach to both recruiting and program
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planning. The discussion of recruitment and programming
strategies that seem to be most appropriate for the
target population follows.
The fact that the present study's respondents had
overcome informational barriers indicates that some
current efforts of the program providers to convey
information about the availability of ESL programs to the
target population are successful.
What program planners must recognize is the
magnitude of family related problems experienced by this
particular population. Careful review of the results of
the research demonstrates clearly that family
responsibilities of the respondents represent the single
most serious cause that lies at the core of the two
deterrent factors perceived as the most important by the
target population - Low Priority of Education and
Situational Barriers. The underlying influence of family
responsibilities on the two factors and their
interrelations can be described in the following way: to
support large families Pentecostal adults have no choice
but join the work force as soon as possible; larger
families also mean higher expenses, which for low income
population translates into financial problems; financial
difficulties, ultimately, create such situational
barriers as problems arranging child care, lack of
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transportation, etc. Thus, if ESL program planners want
to reach the Russian-speaking Pentecostal population,
they will need to rethink their responsibilities with
respect to learners' families. According to Valentine and
Darkenwald (1990), such strategies could include (1)
provision of child care in the building where the classes
take place; (2) encouraging cooperation between parents
whereby they arrange to take care of one another's
children during non-conflicting classes; (3) planning and
scheduling classes at a site and time compatible with
existing child care provision.
Since many situational barriers identified in the
present study represent hidden costs (indirect expenses,
such as transportation, provision of child care, the
"opportunity cost" or loss of income attributed to job
leave, etc.), efforts to reduce their impact must be
included in any comprehensive strategy to address costrelated barriers to participation. For example,
integrating ESL classes within the work setting may be
one way to minimize costs.
With the exception of Situational Barriers, the
reasons for nonparticipation identified by this study are
dispositional in nature and as such relate to subjects'
values, attitudes, perceptions or dispositions towards
ESL classes. This would suggest that attracting
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nonparticipants to ESL programs will continue to be
difficult until either nonparticipants' perceptions are
modified or the image of ESL is changed. Both are very
challenging tasks and would require that providers employ
persuasive communication to enhance the image of the
program and directly address the attitudes of the
prospective learners.
However, direct communication with this particular
community is likely to be impeded by its cultural
isolation and by the fact that its members tend to be
distrustful of guidance provided by formal organizations
(Report, 1993). To overcome these communication barriers
it is essential that the program providers establish a
strong linkage with the prospective learners. Since
religious affiliation plays such a profound role in the
life of the Pentecostal community, the Pentecostal church
may prove to be a single strong linkage of program
providers with the target population.
As an equal partner, the Church will be more likely
to engage in collaborative recruiting and program
planning. Besides having obvious credibility within the
community, the Church can help provide special resources
necessary to address many of the aforementioned
situational barriers, such as child care, transportation
and site provision.
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Collaboration with the Church may also prove
valuable in developing a supportive social environment.
The importance of Social Disapproval as a barrier
indicates that promotion by word-of-mouth may not always
be effective: friends and family who do not approve of
educational efforts will not be likely to communicate
information about ESL programs. That is why recruitment
strategies designed to attract Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees should incorporate personal contact
as a component of the promotional effort. Personal
contact will be most effective when members of the
community serve as recruiters (Irish, 1980). Such
individuals can draw on existing networks of personal
contacts and, if delegated by the Church, can exert a
powerful influence on prospective learners' dispositions
towards both themselves and learning.
The Self /School Incongruence factor indicates that
(1) in the minds of the surveyed population the design of
existing ESL programs in many instances strongly
resembles the schooling milieu and that (2) for this
population going back to school is a discouraging task.
Even though there may be many innovations in ESL
programming, the image of teachers and classrooms still
dominates the minds of those who dread becoming
"students" once again. To reduce this barrier and
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alleviate fears of a competitive academic environment,
emphasis in promotional efforts should be put on
describing ESL's individualized, adult-oriented program.
These strategies can also help build more positive
attitudes towards ESL classes.
In terms of methodological approaches, trusting,
collaboration, assurance of ample time to master
knowledge and skills, creation of positive learning
experiences and provision of non-threatening and useful
feedback regarding performance may prove beneficial,
according to Cross (1981), in reinforcing participants'
self-concept and enhancing the learning environment.
Other program provisions that can ease the transition for
students who lack self-confidence include personalized
course requirements, "no-credit-yet" grading (when
students have to revise less than satisfactory work
before proceeding to the next level) and peer support
groups.
As the critical link in bridging potential learners
and program provider, the present study identified the
need for provision of ESL teachers whose proficiency in
the Russian language is high enough to be able to explain
rul~s

in Russian. Because of this and because of the

aforementioned cultural isolation of the Pentecostal
community, it might prove beneficial to staff at least
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lower level ESL classes by teachers with similar ethnic
background. This poses certain challenges to teacher
training programs, which, in order to accommodate this
need, will find it necessary to expand their efforts and
try to attract applicants from the Pentecostal community.
The efforts of teacher training programs will,
ultimately, benefit the whole community: by employing
professionally trained indigenous members of the targeted
population as ESL teachers, the ESL program planners will
make appropriate use of them as role models for enhancing
the self-image of prospective participants and ensuring
the relevance and worth of the program offerings.
A strength of the research as a guide for practice
is the identification of the unique COMBINATION OF
DETERRENTS experienced by the Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees. Because the multiple deterrents
appear to have a differential impact upon individuals
according to their unique characteristics and life
circumstances, it is doubtful that any single strategy
will be successful in overcoming their influence. From
the perspective of practice, this suggests a need to use
a unique COMPLEX OF STRATEGIES that most effectively
addresses the multiple deterrent factors. Obviously, the
list of strategies discussed in this chapter is by no
means exhaustive and should be interpreted as general
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guidelines or suggestions aimed at reducing barriers to
participation in ESL programs of Russian-speaking
Pentecostal refugees. Clearly, in terms of both number
and magnitude of factors involved, addressing deterrents
to participation among this population represents a
formidable challenge. The choice of particular strategies
will, in the long run, depend upon the resources of the
program provider.
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Adult Learning Questionnaire - Form LL
Directions: There are .many schools and classes for adults who want to read, write, or do
better, or who want to earn a high school diploma or G.E.D. However, some adults do not got,
these classes, even if they need help with reading, writing, and math, or want a diploma. Thi ·
back to when you were not going to this adult education class. Then look at the reasons bel
and decide how true each one was for you before you started this adult education class.

ma~

Please circle only one number for each reason.
How true was each reas~
for you before you start'.
this class
Not
True

REASONS

1.
2.

I didn't want to take classes in a school building
I had health problems

4.

I didn't want to answer questions in class

5.

I didn't have time to go to school

2

J.
2

3,
3
3

2

6.

It was m~re important to g~t a job than to go to school

7.

I tried to start classes but they were already full

2
2

~'l didn't want to admit that I needed help with reading

*·

True]
3
3

2

I couldn't pay for childcare or transportation .

3.

Somewhat
·True

2

3
3

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3

2

3

2

2

3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

2

.

~·.;T_ he classes were held at times when I couldn't go .
~r

?fi I didn't

know anyone who was going to the adult education
~classes
·1~{1 felt I was too old to learn .
felt my family wouldn't like it if I returned to school

·1H

~!,didn't have any transportation to school
~.;1 thought starting classes would be difficult, with lots of
Wquestions and forms to fill out
.
.
.
.
~It':

~~'I thought it would take too long for me to finish school

fl don't like doing schoolwork

.i;J didn't think I needed to read better
~·.

.
~:I thought that adult education would be like regular school

•11'f I_ heard that the adult school classes were not very good
~)! 1!.

.

_JJ.·· I felt

that my friends or people I work with wouldn't like it if I
returned to school
.
.
.
.
I thought I wouldn't like being in classes with younger
students .
~:.• 1thought 'book learning' wasn't important .

IZ

rft

K

'J;.: I was afraid I wasn't smart enough to do the work

1

2
2

.n,, I didn't want to go to classes alone

2

ftt I felt the teachers would

2

not be friendly or understanding

·5;) didn't think I could go to classes regularly
-r;>
,., I was worried because classes were
-~~
~

neighborhood .

.

.

.

.

held

in

a bad

.

f· I felt returning to school wouldn't help me

.t. I didn't like the other students who go to the classes
"""
;:

I went to adult classes somewhere else and didn't like them

1'~:~' I didn't know there was any place to go to take classes
..~. I had family problems

3

3
3
3

S: XIGNHddV
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My name is Elena Zaitseva. I teach English in a High
School. I am also a graduate student at Portland State
University. My major is Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages.
One of the major problems that Soviet refugees
encounter when they arrive to the United States is their
inability to speak English. Those who suffer most are adult
learners.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather
information that will help interested organizations develop
more effective ESL programs tailored to meet your
distinctive needs.
This questionnaire is anonymous and its completion is
voluntary.

1. Sex: male/female
2. Age: _ __
3. Native

language:~~~~

4. Number of years that you have lived in the United
States
5. Are you presently employed? Yes/No
6. Have you ever attended ESL classes? Yes/No.
If yes, in what year _ _ and for how long

?

7. Are you presently attending ESL classes? Yes/No.
8. How many dependent children do you have?
How old is the youngest? _ __
9. What schooling did you have in the Soviet Union (write
the number of years spent in school, college, etc.) _
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REASONS

1.

I can not pay for transportation.

2.

I don't want to take classes in a school building.

3.

I have health problems.

4.

I don't want to answer questions in class.

5.

I don't have time to go to school.

6.

It is more important to get a job than go to school.

7.

I tried to start classes but they were already full.

8.

It is hard for me to admit that I need help with
English.

9.

The classes are held at times when I can't go.

10. I don't know anyone who is attending the classes.
11. I feel I am too old to learn English.
12. I feel my family won't like it if I return to school.
13. I don't have any transportation to school.
14. I think starting classes will be difficult with lots of
questions and forms to fill out.
15. I think it will take too long for me to finish school.
16. I don't like doing schoolwork.
17. I don't think I need to know English better.
18. I think that ESL classes will be like regular school.
19. I heard that ESL classes are not very good.
20. I feel that my friends or people I work with won't like
it if I return to school.
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21. I think I won't like being in classes with younger

students.
22. I think "book learning" isn't important.
23. I am afraid I am not smart enough to do the work.
24. I don't want to go to classes alone.
25. I think the teachers will not be friendly or
understanding.
26. I don't think I can go to classes regularly.
27. I am worried because classes are held in a bad
neighborhood.
28. I feel returning to school won't help me.
29. I don't like the other students who go to the classes.
30. I went to ESL classes somewhere else and didn't like
them.
31. I don't know there is any place to go to take classes.
32. I have family problems.
33. I can not pay for childcare.
34. It is easier for me to learn English if teachers
explain rules in my native language.
35. I tried to sign up for free ESL classes but was told
that I am not eligible.
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MeH.H aoByT Ei\eHa 3a:A:yesa. 51 npeno.zta.10 aHnrn:A:c1rn:A: .H31IK B lliKOJ\e. H TaK)J(e
yt1ycb B acnHpaHType IlopTJ\aH.z:tcxoro focy.ztapcTBeHnoro YHHBepcHTeTa, r.zte H
H3y'tlaIO TeopHIO H npaKTHKY npeno.z.taBaHH.fI aHrJ\H:A:CI<Oro .H31II<a.
0.ztHa HG OCHOBH1IX npOOi\eM, C I<OTopoll CTaJ\I<HBaIOTC.fI COBeTCKHe Oe)J(eHlJbl no
npHohlTHH B CillA - aTo HecnocooHocTb roBopHTb no-anr J\HficK H. OcooeHHO T .fI)J( eJ..o aTo
CKaGblBaeTCH Ha J\IO.ZUIX cpe.zmero H IlO)J(HJ..oro B03pacTa.
!Jei\b MOero HCCJ\e.z.toBaHHH - C IlOMOllP'>IO HH)KeilpHBe}.leHHOfr aHKeTbl coopaTb
HHfOpMalJHIO, I<OTopa.H IIOMO)J(eT COOTBE>TCTBYIOl;!fB:M opraHaM opramrnoBaTh TaKHe
Kypcbl aHrJ\m'kxoro I{31.IKa, KOTOpble 011 IIOi\HOCTbIO y.ztoBJ\eTBOpIIi\H Baum
noTpeOHOCTH H y-tIHT1IBaJ\H npooJ..eMI>.I, c KOTOp1IMH Bbl cTai\KitBaeTeCb.
STa amceTa aHOHHMHaII Hee 3aIIOJ\HeHHe .z.xoopoBOJ\hHoe.

!. l10J1.: )J(eH./My)J(,

2. BospacT: _.:. _______________ _

3. Poirno:ri

H3hlK: --------------

4. CKOJl.bKO J1.eT rrpo)J(HBaeTe B CUJA: -------

s.

B HaCTOIIJ11ee BpeMII pat5oTaeTe7

Zia/HeT

6. B11 nsyqaJ\H a Hr J\HPl:cK HP!: II31IK B CoBeTcK oM Co103e 7

Zia /HeT

ECJ\H .zi:a, TO CKOJ\bKO Jl.eT? ----·-----

7. IlocelJ!aJ\H xor .zi:a-HHoy .z:th K ypc11 anr J\H1kI<oro IIBJ:JI<a

B

ClllA 7

Zia/HeT
ECJ\H .zxa, TO B KaKOM ro.zty ________ H KaK ,llOJ..ro _______ ?

8. Iloce11JaeTe xypc11 aHrM:r'ficKoro R31!Ka B HacTO.H11Jee BpeMII?
Zia/HeT

9. CKOJ\bI<O y Bae HeCOBepmeHHOJ\eTHHX .zteTe:A: ( .ll:O la-TH
---------

J..eT

)?

CI<OJ\bKO J\.eT caMoMy Ml\a.ztmeMy H3 HHX? ----

10. KaKoe o5pa3oBaHHe Bbl noJ\.ylIHJ\.H Ha po.zurne (yKa)J(HTe o5J!iee
KOMil!ecTBO JHH, rrpose..n:eHHoe B IIIKOJ\.e, IITY, TeXHHK yMe,
B Y3e) --------
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OoBe.ZXHTe xpy)Ko~I<oM TOi'\Uo o.zrny

YLitPY ( 1, 2 lii'\H

3 )x

xa)t(.nofi 113

35 HH:>KenpI-IBe.zieHHl.IX npnqHH.
CTemrni., B KOTOpofl

I< BaM OT·
HOC.HTC.A. HH)K enp1rne ,lleHHJ.le
H3pe'ieHH.H:

Ko MHe B xaxofi- 51BJl.fl·
He OT-

TO CTe-

eTC.H

HOCH.T·
C.H

neHH .RB-

npH·
qH-

Jl..REITC.R
npR\IR-

Hofi

HO fl

1. He.zxocTaTo'tlHo tHHaHcOB1IX cpellCTB Ha TpancnopTHIJe pacxo.zxbl ..... 1

2

3

2. He xo'tly oaHHMaTbCH B mI<ol\bHOM o.zxaHHIL .............................................. .1

2

3

3. y

MeHH npooJ\eMbI co 3.llOpOBbeM ...................................................................1

2

3

4. He xo-qy otBe-qaTb Ha BonpocM B KJ\acce .................................................... .l

2

3

5.

HeT BpeMeHH XO.llHTb Ha oaHHTHH ................................................................. .1

2

3

6.

Zll\H Meli.ft ropao.zxo Ba)lrnee HafiTH paooTy, -qeM xollHTb Ha

2

3

aaHHTH.H aHr l\HficKoro .H31IKa ............. :.............................................................1

7. H Ill.ITaJ\c.H/nMTa10cb GanHcaTbCH Ha xypcbI aHr. a3MKa,

2

3

2

3

Jll\H MeH.H BpeMH ............................1

2

3

10. H He tma10 umcoro, KTO XO.llHT Ha xypcI.I anr l\Hficxoro .H3YKa ...........1

2

3

11. MHe

Ka)l{eTC.H, 'tlTO fl y)l{e CTap/cTapa .lll\.H H3rleHHH aHr. H31JJ<a .... l

2

.3

B03BpalJ!~rnHe K "UIKOJ\bHOfr" )KH3Hli He
O'tleHb noHpaBHTCH MoeB ceMI:>e ........................................................................ .1

2

3

2

3

2

.3

2

3.

HO TaM y)Ke He 01Il\O/mn CBOOOllH1IX MeCT .............................................. .1
~. MHe T.H)KeJ\o npmrnaTb, ttTo MHe HY)KHa nof.TopoHH.Hn noMOl!IJ.> B

OBJ\a.zxemm a Hr .l\H~kK HM .H3bll<OM .................................................................. .1

9. 3aH.HTHH npoBO.ll.HTC.H B HeylloOHOe

12. MHe J<a)KeTC.H, 'tlTO Moe

13. y

MeH.a: npooJ\eMI.I c TpaHcnopTHpOBKOB K MeCTY 3aHHTHfr (HeT

MalllHH'bl, He XO.ll.HT aBTo6ycy HT .n. ) ........................................................... .!

14. MHe

Ka)l{eTCSI, 'ITO OfOPMJ\emre Ha xypc'bl 6y.zxeT CJ\O)J{H1IM npHJleTCH OTBe-qaTb Ha MHO)l{eCTBO BOilpOCOB H GailOJ\HHTb
.
MHoro t5yMar .............................................................................................................l

15. MHe

Ka)l{eTCSI, 'l'.{TO MHe noTpe6yeTc.H MHoro BpaMeHH, 'tlTOObl
ycnemno aaBepumn, 06yqem1e aHrM1BcK0My HGI>IKy ............. ~ .............. .1

16. 5I He J\IOOJ\IO BbIIlOJ\H.fITh ll!I<OJ\hH1Ie Ga)laHm:I.. ........................................... .1

2

3
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2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

MHe He XO"l.leTCH oaHHMaTbC.fI B 0.llHO'fi rpynne c J\.IO,l1bMH,
KOTOpl:.Ie MOJ\.O)Ke MeH.fI ...................................................................................... .1

2

.3

22. fl .zxyMaIO, 'tlTo "ooy"l.leHHe no KHHre" He O"·IeHh Ba:>1<Ho ........................... .l

2

3

23.

2

3

2

3

HeOTGLIB't{HBLie ......................................................................................................... .1

2

3

26. MHe xa:>KeTCR, 'tlTO .fl He ~Mory noceI;gaTh aaH.A:THH pery J\..HpHo ........1

2

3

27. H ooecnoxoeH TeM, "<lTO a~HHTH.fl npoBO.ll.fIT~R B onacHoM pafiom~ ... .1

2

3

2

3

2

.3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

17. H .llY Maio, 't{TO .fl .llOCTaTo'4'.HO xopomo 0Ha10 a Ht J\.HficKHfi HGIJK ......... .1
15. MHe Ka)KeTC.fI, '4'.TO KypcIJ aHrJ\.HfiCKoro .fl3IJI<a oy.ztyT
HaITOMHHaTl> aaHRTHR B COBeTcKofi lliKOJ\.e ..................................................1

19. H C.i\1IlliaJ\., "-ITO K ypcbI a Hr .i\HficK oro R3LII<a He oqeRh xopounrn ........ .1
20. MHe Ka)J{eTcR, "l.lTO MOHM .ztpyob.aM H coTpy.llHHJ<aM He oqeHb
noHpaBHTC.fI MOe peruemte CHOBa CTaTb yqeHHKOM .................................l

21.

BoIOch, '4'.TO .fl He cnoco5eH Bl:.IITOJ\.HRTh aa.ztaHHR ...................................... .1

24. 51

He xoqy XO.ztliTb Ha GaHi.A:TlHI O,l1HH ............................................................. .1

25. MHe

2a.

I<a)J{eTc.H, qTo yqHTe}(..H Ha oaH.A:TH.HX He.ztpy:>Ke}(.IOOHble H

MHe Ka)KeTCSI, 't{TO STH 3~fI.A:TlUi He noMoryT MHe B OB}(.a,lleHHH
aHr AH ff CIC HM RGLIKOM ....... : .....................................................................................1

29. MHe

He HpaBSTC.H cTy.zteHTLI, I<OTOpLie XO.zt.A:T Ha 3TH oaH.A:TH.H ......... 1

30. 51

y:>1<e noceI,YaA no.zxo6HLie xypcLI aHr . .HGLIKa, HO OHH MHe He
noHpaBHJ\.HCh .............................................................................................................1

31. 51

He C}(.LilUaJ\ 0 cyI,YeCTBOBaHHH 6ectIAaTH'LIX KypcoB aHr. HGLIKa ..... .1

32. Y

MeH.H npo6}(.eMu B ceMbe .................................................................................1

33. y

MeHH HeJIOCTaTO't{HO tHHaHCOB'LIX cpe.ztCTB Ha OilJ\a.Ty qe}(.OBeKy'

KOTOpMfi oy JieT CH.lleTb C MOHMH l{eThMH BO BpeM.H Moero
OTCYTCTBHH ......................................................................... ~ ................................... }

34. MHe

}(.er~e Bl>IY't{HTb aHrAH:A:CKHfi .H3'LIK, eC}(.H yqHTeJ\.H 6y.zxyT

ooLHCH.HTh npaBH}(.a aur . .HGIJKa Ha MoeM po.ZXHOM HGb!Ke ......................1

35. H

Il!JTaJ'\C.H 3ailHCaTbCH Ha OeCIT.i\aTHble Kypcb.t aHr. H3IJJ<a, HO
MHe CKaGaJ'\H~'tlTO .a: He HMeIO npaBa GaITHCl:JBaT.bC.H Ha :3TH KypcM ... .1

